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Seismic refraction measurements along two unreversed lines

indicate that the earth's crust is 26 km thick in southeastern Alaska
and 30 km thick along the Inside Passage of British Columbia. The
crust in southeastern Alaska, north of Dixon Entrance, consists of
a layer 9 km thick with a seismic velocity of 5.90 km/sec, a layer
7 km thick with a seismic relocity of 6. 30 km/sec. and a layer 10 km
thick with a seismic velocity of 6. 96 km/sec. The crust along the

Inside Passage of British Columbia, south of Dixon Entrance, consists
of a layer 13 km thick with a seismic velocity of 6. 03 km/sec, a layer

5 km thick with a seismic velocity of 6.41 km/sec, and a layer 12 km
thick with a seismic velocity of 6. 70 km/sec. The velocity of the

mantle below the M discontinuity is 7. 86 km/sec in southeastern
Alaska and 8. 11 km/sec in British Columbia.

A compilation of Bouguer gravity data along the Inside Passage

from northern Vancouver Island to northern southeastern Alaska

indicates near-zero anomalies between steep gradients offshore and

near the western margin of the Coast Mountains. A two-dimensional

gravity model, constrained by seismic refraction measurements,
suggests that the thickness of the crust is constant beneath the region

of near-zero gravity anomalies and indicates a step-like transition
between oceanic and continental structure.

Seismic reflection, gravity, and magnetic measurements,
obtained during a 1970 cruise of the R/V Yaquina, help to determine

upper crustal structures in Dixon Entrance. Gravity models, construc ted to agree with these data and the measurements of previous

investigators, indicate sediment thicknesses of nearly 3 km east
of Learmonth Bank and west of Celestial Reef. Magnetic models

suggest large lateral changes in basement susceptibility. Either
highly metamorphosed rock or basaltic intrusions can account for
these changes in susceptibility. Folded sediments suggest post-

depositional distortion due either to regional compression or to

major local intrusions. Several linear gravity features, observed
in northern Dixon Entrance, disappear north of Graham Island.

Either the structures responsible for the gravity features end or
thick layers of basalt, extending northward from Graham Is land,

obscure the effect of the structures.

A single-station survey detected microearthquakes at nine

locations in western British Columbia and southeastern Alaska. The
majority of the observed distant microearthquakes probably originated in the Queen Charlotte Islands fault zone. However, observed
nearby mic roearthquakes indicate a mic roearthquake seismic ity of

several events per day along the mainland coast of British Columbia.

Temporary seismic arrays located at a site along the central
portion of Chatham Strait near the Chatham Strait fault and at a site
in Glacier Bay recorded few nearby microearthquakes. Arrivals at

the arrays permitted the location of distant microearthquakes, however, with epicenters in the vicinity of northern Lynn Canal and along

the Fairweather fault.
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CRUSTAL STRUCTURES AND TECTONISM IN SOUTHEASTERN
ALASKA AND WESTERN BRITISH COLUMBIA FROM
SEISMIC REFRACTION, SEISMIC REFLECTION,
GRAVITY, MAGNETIC AND
MICROEARTHQUAKE
MEASUREMENTS
INTRODUCTION

Location and Physiography

The continental margin of North America between Queen

Charlotte Sound, British Columbia, and Yakutat Bay, Alaska, is
an area increasingly studied by geologists and geophysicists because

of its location with respect to major crustal features.

The number

of observations and studies of this portion of North America have

increased markedly during the past decade.
On the basis of structure and geology, the margin is dominantly

continental in character in spite of being largely water-covered. It
contains many islands with moderate topographic relief separated by

straits and channels, some having depths in excess of 600 meters.
Hecate Strait and the Queen Charlotte Islands, which make up western-

most British Columbia, form the Canadian part of the continental
margin. The American portion of the continental margin is known

as the Alexander Archipelago and forms the main part of southeastern
Alaska. The protected waterway from Seattle to Juneau is known as

the Inside Passage. A steep continental slope and narrow continental
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shelf characterize the transition from abyssal ocean to continent.
Summaries of geological investigations by Brew, Loney, and
Muffler

(1966)

for southeastern Alaska, by Brown (1966) for the

Queen Charlotte Islands, and by Roddick

(1966)

for the mainland

coast of British Columbia reveal a complex geological history.

These areas lie within the tectonic belt that rims the northern Pacific
Ocean.

The Queen Charlotte Islands lie within the Insular Tectonic

belt and are characterized by northwest-trending structural highs
and thick sequences of basic volcanic rocks and varied sediments.
Northwest-trending structural highs and lows continue into southeastern Alaska but complex paleosedimentation pattern, Mesozoic

and Tertiary intrusion and metamorphism, and Cenozoic faulting
complicate geological interpretation. Mesozoic and Tertiary plutonic

and metamorphic rocks are the dominant constituents of the Coast
Mountains which form the eastern boundary of the region described
in this study.

Current theories of large scale tectonic movements and processes within the earth help to explain the relation of this region to
the circumpacific orogenic belt. Hess

(1962)

and Dietz

(1961),

in

an effort to explain large amounts of geological and geophysical data

on a world-wide scale, proposed that the sea floor is spreading apart
at ocean ridges. Ocean trenches take up the extension of the crust
and consume older crust at depth in the eartht s mantle. Morgan (1968)
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and Le Pichon (1968) suggest the basic patterns of motion may be

described by a set of interactions between huge blocks of lithosphere.

Lateral movement of these blocks, or crustal plates, requires a
separate class of faults, called transform faults (Wilson, 1965).
A large transform fault separating the Pacific plate from the North
American plate probably forms the western boundary of the area of
this study.
St. Amand (1957), Benioff (1962), Mime (1963), Wilson (1965b),

and McManus (1967) proposed, primarily on the basis of earthquake

epicenter information, that the region west of British Columbia
is bounded on the west by a large fault zone termed the Queen

Charlotte Islands fault. This fault extends from the area adjacent
to Vancouver Island and the Queen Charlotte Islands into southeastern

Alaska where it is known as the Fairweather fault (Figure 1). Accord-

ing to current theories of plate tectonics, the Queen Charlotte Islands
fault and the Fairweather fault connect the spreading ridges off
Washington and Oregon to the northeastern end of the Aleutian trench

in southern Alaska.

The presence of a major transform fault forming the boundary
between oceanic and continental crust provides a unique opportunity

to study the results of the interaction between two major crustal
plates. Shipboard methods of geophysical investigation are available
in water covered areas in addition to the advantage of the direct
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observation of features on land.
An advantage of working in this area is that geophysical meas-

urements are rapidly and efficiently carried out from a ship in

water-covered areas. However, it is difficult to land on and travel
about on the islands. To make observations, travel is restricted to

plane or boat. Geological work is further hampered by rugged
topography and heavy forest cover concealing rock outcrops.

Prior to the present study, the majority of geophysical work
in the region was accomplished from ships or near centers of popu-

lation where problems of access and logistics are fewer.
Previous Geophysical Work

Early geophysical studies of the region include the earthquake
epicenters presented by Gutenberg and Richter (1954) and the U. S.
Coast and Geodetic Survey (Murphy, 1950; Murphy and Cloud, 1953;

Murphy and Ulrich, l95la; 195lb; 1952). These data delineate the

Queen Charlotte Islands fault and its landward extension, the Fairweather fault.

Figure 2 shows the epicenters which have been

instrumentally located in the region of this study between 1912 and
1970 (compiled from Milne and Lombardo, 1952; Milne, 1954a, l954b,

l956a, 1956b, 1961; Gutenberg and Richter, 1954; Rothe, 1959; U. 5,
Coast and Geodetic Survey, United States Earthquakes 1955-1962;

U. S. Department of Commerce, PDE cards, 1963-1970; and Tobin
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Sykes, 1968). Hodgson and Mime (1951), Stauder (1959, 1960),

Benioff (1962), and Tobin and Sykes (1968) describe the faulting on

the Queen Charlotte Islands and the Fairweather faults as predomi-

nantly right-lateral strike-slip motion on a steeply dipping plane.
Tocher (1960) made field observations which revealed right-lateral

movements on the Fairweather fault as large as six meters following
the 1958 earthquake. Wilson (1965b) suggested that the fault system

is a right-lateral transform fault. Tobin and Sykes (1968) gave evidence from fault plane solutions which supports this idea. Very
few epicenters lie east of the fault zone and none between 55 N. and
56N.

Shor (1962) and Mime (1964) made seismic refraction studies
in the area and Tatel and Tuve (1955) and White and Savage (1965)

made similar studies in adjacent areas. The reversed refraction
lines of Shor (1962) gave crustal velocities and thicknesses in Dixon

Entrance and the adjacent ocean. Mime (1964) made a reverse
refraction line on the edge of the shelf outside Dixon Entrance but

did not observe mantle arrivals. White and Savage (1965) performed
refraction work extending to the northern end of Vancouver Island.

Tatel and Tuve (1955) made several unreversed refraction measuremencs north of Skagway, Alaska.

Woolard et al. (1960) made early land gravity measurements
in southeastern Alaska. Dehlinger etal. (1966) made shipboard

gravity measurements along the Inside Passage from Skagway to
Seattle. Gemperle and Couch (1970) added to this data in southeastern

Alaska and extended the study seaward. Stacey etal. (1969) and
Stacey and Stephens (1969) reported on detailed gravity measure-

ments made in coastal waters of British Columbia. Couch (1969)

and Dehlinger etal. (1971) made free-air gravity measurements in
the northeastern Pacific Ocean west of British Columbia.
Shipboard magnetic measurements made outside Queen
Charlotte Sound and off Moresby Island by Raff and Mason (1961)

and off Graham Island by Couch (1969) show the linear pattern asso-

ciated with oceanic spreading centers. A high-altitude magnetic
survey reported by Haines, Hanaford, and Riddihough (1971) includes

long lines over the margin area which show magnetic lineations par-

allel to the coast line.
Gemperle and Couch (1970) reported the results of an air-gun
survey in the vicinity of Chichagof and Baranof Islands.

Boucher and Fitch (1969) observed microearthquakes along the

Denali fault as far south as Haines, Alaska. Similar measurements
reported by Tobin and Sykes (1968) near Sitka, Alaska, showed a
few microearthquakes originating offshore. Milne, Smith, and

Rogers (1970), recording with high-gain seismographs in the Coast

Mountains of British Columbia, observed microearthquakes originating in the eastern portion of southeastern Alaska.

Purpose of this Research
This study presents additional geophysical measurements
made in southeastern Alaska and western British Columbia and

relates these data to possible structures in the earth's crust. The
initial portion of this study describes a seismic refraction experiment performed on the continental margin to determine the thickness

and velocity of layers in the crust. The second part is an analysis

of air-gun, magnetic, and gravity measurements in Dixon Entrance.
These data, in conjunction with additional geophysical measurements

made by others, form the basis for two-dimensional structural
models of the crust in Dixon Entrance. The final portion of this

study relates microearthquake measurements to tectonic processes
in southeastern Alaska and western British Columbia.
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INSTRUMENTATION

Purpose and Requirements of a Seismic Recording System

The seismic refraction and microearthquake measurements
were made with a high-frequency, high-gain, portable seismic

recording system recently constructed at Oregon State University.

Built primarily for recording microearthquakes at a small array,
the flexibility of the recording system allowed its use as a refraction
seismograph and as a microearthquake monitor. The following

paragraphs discuss the requirements for a microearthquake recording system and describe the Oregon State University (OSIJ) system.

The measurement of seismic waves from very small earth-

quakes, called microearthquakes, is a relatively recent development
in seismology. Asada (1957) first designed equipment to record
low-amplitude, high-frequency waves from small earthquakes.

The

objective of his research was to place seismic recorders as near
as possible to areas of natural seismic activity. Gutenberg and
Richter (1954) showed that the frequency of occurrence of earthquakes

increases as the magnitude decreases according to the relation
Log10 N

a - bM
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where a and b are constants, N is the number, and M the magnitude
of earthquakes which occur in a region over a given interval of time.

For the world at large, this logarithmic relationship between earthquake magnitude and frequency indicates that the frequency of earthquakes at any given magnitude level is approximately eight to ten

times higher than that at one magnitude higher (Richter, 1958). If

it were possible to record all earthquakes equally well, a much
larger number of small earthquakes than large earthquakes would
be observed. However, as a result of strong attenuation with dis-

tance of high frequency seismic waves, seismic stations distant from
epicenters only record large earthquakes (which produce more low
frequency components). Thus, in an active region, a seismograph

will record a large number of small earthquakes only if it is placed
close enough to the epicenters.

Permanent seismic stations are usually installed in seismically
quiet regions so that small local shocks do not interfere with the

registration of teleseisms. The temporary placement of several
such instruments near a tectonically active region to measure
seismicity is time consuming, expensive, and often impractical.
However small, portable, high-frequency instruments are ideal for
measuring the seismicity of a small region because they selectively
record nearby earthquakes in preference to more distant earthquakes.

With portable seismographs, it is possible to estimate the seismic

12

activity of a region in a few days or weeks compared to the years

that might be required using permanent but more distant seismograph stations.

Portable microearthquake recording systems built by other

investigators (e.g. Lehner and Press, 1966; Oliver etal.,

1966)

share common features but differ in some details. The sensor is
usually a small lightweight geophone having a natural frequency of

1 Hz or higher and capable of being buried in the ground to reduce
wind-generated noise. Stabilized electronic amplifiers provide high
magnification. Mechanical and electronic clocks, crystal controlled

timers, and radio time-standard receivers provide precision time.
Typically, records are made on paper with revolving drums, strip

chart recorders, or magnetic tape recorders, A dust and waterproof
container or trailer usually encloses the electronic equipment for
field use. Storage batteries or a thermal-electric generator supplies
power. Desired recording times range from hours to weeks depend-

ing on the rate of microearthquakes. Low power consumption is

necessary to avoid frequent visits to the recording site for servicing
power sources. Physical size and weight are kept to a minimum

and portability is a prime requisite in rugged or roadless areas.
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Oregon State University Recording System

The design of the OSU microearthquake system provides maximum flexibility at low cost. Four channels can be used either

together for recording an array of seismometers at one location
or each seismometer by itself at widely separated locations, Figure 3
shows the system assembled for use in an array configuration.
Four amplifier modules (one for each channel), a reference
signal and calibration module, and a tape speed compensation module

form the main electronic components of the system. Each of the four

amplifier modules contains an amplifier, filter, modulator, and
demodulator. The amplifier section is a single operational amplifier

operated in the common rejection mode. A center-tapped Mark
Products Model L-4 2 Hz geophone with a 5500 ohm coil operates at
0. 67 critical damping. Diode clippers shunt each input to protect

against excessively large input signals. The amplifier voltage gain
is adjustable in 6 db steps over a range of 60 db to a maximum of
20, 000. One output from the amplifier goes to a voltage to frequency

converter while a parallel output feeds the signal simultaneously to a

hot-wire strip chart recorder (Mechanics For Electronics, Model
20C-AHA).

The amplifier passes signals from DC to 200 Hz and the

strip chart recorder records linearly from DC to 100 Hz at half chart
paper width (half width is 2.5 cm). Low frequency micros eisms below
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1 Hz are a problem in coastal areas so a high pass filter which
attenuates signals below 1.4 Hz is included in the circuit as an option

to the user. The filter, in combination with the rapid fall-off of
geophone response below 2 Hz, helps to reduce the recorded amplitude of ocean generated microseismic noise. Long term amplifier

drift due to temperature and moisture variations causes excessive
recorder drift only at maximum gain. The use of the capacitor-

coupled high pass filter eliminates recorder drift. From the ampli-

fier, or the filter if it is in use, a mixer combines signals from one
or more channels together with a 1700 Hz reference signal. A mag-

netic tape recorder records the output from the mixer. On playback,
filters separate the frequency modulated signals and a frequency to
voltage converter demodulates the signal from each channel, Varia-

tions in the demodulated reference signal compensate the seismic
signal on each channel to correct for any wow and flutter present on
the played-back signal.

Table 1 gives the IRIG frequency channels used in this system

together with their center frequencies and the frequency responses.
The voltage controlled oscillator is linear for frequencies from DC
to the value given in the table.

A built-in signal generator permits calibration of the system
in the field. The signal generator drives the seismometer mass

through a calibration coil wound on top of the main seismometer coil.
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The signal generator supplies sine, triangle, and square wave signals
at ten frequencies from 0. 2 to 40 Hz. The wide selection of wave

shapes and frequencies permits the system to be calibrated using
both continuous and transient techniques under field conditions.
Table 1. Standard Inter.Range Instrumentation Group (IRIG) frequency channels used in the
Oregon State University seismic recording system.
IRIG

Channel

Center
Frequency,
Hz

6 (reference)
7
8
9

10

Frequency
Response from
DC,Hz

1700
2300
3000
3900
5400

25

35
45
59
81

A crystal-controlled pulse generator designed and constructed
at Oregon State University generates accurate time pulses synchronizable with a radio time signal. Frequency division of the signal

from a crystal oscillating at 983, 040 Hz generates seconds, minutes,
and hours pulses. The pulses pass through a transistor switch to

drive an event channel on the strip chart recorder; they can also
go directly onto a second channel of a tape recorder. On playback,
the pulse passes through an amplifier which operates an event channel

on a strip chart recorder. The U. S. Bureau of Commerce, National
Bureau of Standards, operates a shortwave radio station WWV which

broadcasts an accurate time standard. WWV radio signals, recorded
periodically on the timing channel, provide absolute time.
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Presently, a Norelco 2401 stereo cassette recorder, player,
and changer records the seismic and time signals. Using six C-120

cassettes, the unit records unattended for 12 hours at a speed of

4.77cm sec -1 (1 7/d in sec -1 ).
Storage batteries supply 1Z voltpower to the clock and to aninverter

which supplies 115 v 60 Hz power for the remaining components of

the system. Two medium-sized automobile batteries operate the
system for approximately 12 hours.
Recording System Response

The amplitude and phase response of each channel of the record-

ing system must be known in order to relate signal amplitude to
ground displacement. A Maxwell bridge calibration technique deter-

mined the response of the Oregon State University system. The
method of Willmore (1959) formed the basis for the calibration procedure. In this method, the seismometer main coil forms one arm
of a Maxwell bridge (Figure 4). Resistor RR is much smaller than

the seismometer coil resistance Rc, and RB is much larger than Rc.
Varying resistor RD balances the bridge and CB compensates for
inductance in the seismometer coil. With the L-4 seismometers, CB
was unnecessary to obtain a balanced bridge and the calibration used

an entirely resistive bridge. The seismometer mass is first clamped
by laying it on its side (to prevent the driving signal from moving the

Figure 4. Maxwell bridge circuit for seismograph calibration
(after Willmore, 1959)
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main coil) and the bridge is balanced. The seismometer is then
unclamped and observations are made of the output signal produced

by driving the bridge with a known emf at several frequencies. Cornparison of the observed amplitude and phase of the resulting output
with the driving signal allows computation of the amplitude and phase

response of the seismic system. For computational purposes, the
mass of the seismometer was considered to be 500 grams (manufacturer' s data). The computed transduction is 2. 68 volts cm

sec

-

a value which compares closely with the manufacturer's stated value
of 2. 72 volts cm

sec

The amplitude response of the system was also obtained by

driving the calibration coil with a current of a known size and frequency and observing the system output. Comparison of these results

with the results from the bridge calibration allows computation of

the amplitude response from later calibrations made during each use
of the system in the field.
During playback of seismic signals, high frequency noise

(predominantly 60 Hz) originating in the tape recorder interfered
with the seismic signal. An active low-pass filter, especially
constructed to filter out this noise, effectively attenuated unwanted
noise above 20 Hz.

Figure 5 shows amplitude and response curves for direct strip
chart recording of Channel 7. This configuration recorded the
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seismic data at individual microearthquake stations and at the seismic

refraction stations. Figure 6 shows displacement magnification and

phase response for Channel 7 using the tape recorder, tape speed
compensator, and high-cut filter writing on a four-channel recorder.

This configuration recorded the data at microearthquake array stations.

Boxes made from 1. 27 cm plywood mounted on pack frames

protect the instruments. They provide protection from dust and
moisture while affording a convenient method of transporting the

instruments in rugged terrain. Figure 7 shows views of the seismic
system in operation and during playback.
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Figure 7. Views of the Oregon State University seismic recording system: A, array station;
,

unattended station; C, during playback.
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SEISMIC REFRACTION STUDY

Introduction

During August of 1970, Oregon State University personnel made

recordings of ten large chemical explosions at 11 locations in western
British Columbia and southeastern Alaska. Figure 8 shows the station locations along two recording lines. Six of the stations lie along
a line which extends northwest from the shot point at Ripley Bay
(52° 25. 30! N., 127° 53. 25' W. ) out to a distance of 290 km. The

remaining five stations lie along a line which extends north-northwest
from the shot point at Bird Lake (53° 35. 83'N.

132° 23.92' W. ) out

to a distance of 384 km.

Personnel from the Dominion Observatory of Canada recorded

the shots along lines extending toward the east to determine seismic

information on crustal structures in western British Columbia. The
three-member team from Oregon State University independently
recorded toward the northwest. The charges, detonated by personnel
of the Dominion Observatory, ranged in size from 910 to 3630 kg
each of Nitrone SM and were exploded in 24 meters and 40 meters

of water at Bird Lake and Ripley Bay respectively.
The SEA-ESTA, a 30 foot inboard cruiser, provided the means

of transportation for the OSU field team during the experiment. OSU

personnel carried the portable seismic recording equipment ashore
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in a seven foot dingy and placed it in a quiet protected area above
high tide at each station. A single geophone recorded the seismic
information at each location. The field party placed two systems,

one unattended and the other attended, approximately 30 km apart
for each shot. Chart scales on the maps used to determine station
locations range from 1:10, 000 to 1:73, 000. The maps were obtained

from the Canadian Hydrographic Service, the U. S. Naval Oceano-

graphic Service, the U. S. Navy Hydrographic Office, and the U. S.
Coast and Geodetic Survey. Station and shot point locations were

read to the nearest 0. 01 minute. A computer program written in
FORTRAN IV by Chiburis (1965) and modified for use on a CDC 3300

digital computer determined distances and azimuths between the

shot point and the seismic recording locations. The calculations
employ Rudoe's formula (Bomford, 1958) which uses spherical

trigonometry and geocentric coordinates to approximate the geodesic

distance between two points on the earth's surface.
Recording Techniques

A four-channel recorder recorded simultaneous signals from
the geophone, the crystal-controlled clock, and the WWV radio

receiver at the attended station. A single vertical geophone, an
amplifier module from the OSU seismic system, a chronometer, a
clock switch, and a single-channel recorder comprised the equipment
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of the unattended station. The recorder operated at a speed of 1 mm!

sec until the shot time when a clock-controlled relay switched the

recording speed to 25 mm/sec. Linear interpolation between comparisons of chronometer and WWV radio time at the beginning and

end of each record provided accurate timing at the unattended station.
An interval of approximately 12 hours occurred between placement
and retrieval of the unattended station. During this time, personnel

traveled to a different location, set up the attended station, recorded

the seismic signal, and returned. The placement of the geophor
on rock outcrops or in shallow holes dug to bedrock helped to form
a good coupling between the geophone and the earth. Low background
noise, made possible by low population density and low wind condi-

tions, permitted recordings to be made at gain settings within 12 db
of the maximum gain of 3.5 x 10 at 10 Hz.

Geology, Structural Trends, and Gravity
The refraction lines lie west of the Coast Mountains, a major
geologic and topographic feature which extends from northern Washington State to the north-trending part of the Alaska-Yukon boundary.
Roddick (1966) outlines the geology of the region as follows. Meso-

zoic and Tertiary metasedimentary and plutonic rocks comprise the
Coast Crystalline belt along the mainland coast of British Columbia
in the vicinity of the stations along the Ripley Bay refraction line.

Occurrences of Paleozoic rocks bordering the crystalline complex,
and highly metamorphosed roof pendents within the belt, indicate

that at the end of Paleozoic time most of the region lay beneath the
sea. Isotope age determinations give evidence that intrusion of the

main body of plutonic rock occurred during late Cretaceous time.

Major uplift took place in the early Tertiary and subsequent erosion

resulted in the present pattern of exposed rock. The composition of
the granitic rock in the western Coast Mountains is mainly diorite
and quartz diorite.

The area seaward from the mainland coast to the continental
slope is geologically complex and varied. Brown (1966) summarizes
the geology and tectonic history as follows. The Queen Charlotte

Islands region has been subjected to a uniform history of deposition,
deformation, and plutonism. In this region, folds are gentle and

less important than faulting. Major crustal fractures, trending

northwest, appear to have been responsible for controlling volcanism,
sedimentation, and intrusion.

The geologic history of the area is one

of episodes of great effusive volcanism alternating with long periods
of sedimentation. In the vicinity of Bird Lake, the shot point on

Graham Island, the most recent (early Tertiary) volcanic period
resulted in the eruption of an extensive sequence of plateau-like
basalt flows and breccias and rhyolitic ash flows.

The sequence

has a maximum thickness of 5500 meters. Late Tertiary

sedimentation resulted in the deposition of a formation of marine

and non-marine sandstone, shale, and conglomerate on northeastern
Graham Island where it attains a thickness of 1800 meters.
The geologic history of southeastern Alaska, whose southern
tip lies only 62 km across Dixon Entrance from Graham Is land, is
considerably different and more complex. Brew, Loney, and
Muffler (1966) outline the geologic history as follows. Dominantly

eugosynclinal deposition in troughs trending north-northwest occurred
during Paleozoic and Mesozoic time. Widespread plutonic activity,

regional metamorphism, and complex deformation affected these

marine clastic, vo1canic and carbonate rocks during late Jurassic
and Cretaceous time. Two northwest-trending belts of Mesozoic
rocks, one adjacent to the Coast Mountains and one along the ocean
side of the Alexander Archipelago, dominate the pattern of rock out-

crops (Figure 9). A central belt of metamorphosed Paleozoic rocks,
intruded by granodiorite and diorite, separate the Mesozoic belts.
The recording stations for the Bird Lake refraction line lie in the
southern portion of this central Paleozoic region.

Deposition of a

thick sequence of locally derived continental Tertiary sediments in
the central portion followed uplift and erosion in the Cretaceous.

Large-scale faults, trending northwest and north and thought to be

dominantly strike-slip, formed during the Tertiary and occur within
both the eastern and western Mesozoic and Paleozoic belts. Jointing
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and faulting are suggested as being responsible for many of the fjords
and channels in southeastern Alaska.
Gravity measurement along the continental margin of southeastern Alaska and western British Columbia began in 1939 and continue today.

Heiskanen (1939) occupied 19 pendulum stations along

the Inside Passage from just south of Skagway, Alaska, to Seattle,
Washington.

Later personnel of the University of Wisconsin, trans-

porting gravity meters by airplane, made a gravity survey in southeastern Alaska (Woollard etal., 1960) which showed Bouguer
anomaly contours roughly parallel to the continental margin and

decreasing inland from 50 mgl at the ocean coast line to less than
-20 mgl at the mainland coast. Dehlinger etal. (1966), who made

shipboard gravity measurements along the Inside Passage, showed

that free-air anomalies become progressively negative inland with a
steep gradient east of Hecate Strait. Free-air anomalies reported
by Couch(1969) and Dehlingeretal. (1971) and Bouguer anomalies
published by Stacey and Stephens (1969) along the west coast of

Canada indicate gravity anomalies of low amplitude in Hecate Strait
and Queen Charlotte Sound. Along the western edge of the area,

positive Bouguer anomalies mark the change from oceanic to continental crust while a negative anomaly along the Coast Mountains

be due to a thickening of the crust beneath these mountains
yand Stephens, 1969). Gemperle and Couch (1970) presented
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free-air and Bouguer anomaly maps in southeastern Alaska north
of 56° N. which also showed near-zero anomalies between the continental margin and the Coast Mountains. Data compiled from Theil

etal.

(1958),

and Stephens

Worzel
(1969),

(1965),

Couch

(1969),

Banks

and Gemperle and Couch

(1969),

(1970)

Stacey

formed the

basis for the construction of the Bouguer gravity map of the region
shown in Figure 10. An elongated band of near-zero anomalies lies

between the steep gravity gradients associated with the continental
slope and the Coast Mountains and extends from Vancouver Island to
Cross Sound. The near-zero anomalies indicate an area where little

or no change in crustal thickness is expected.

The Bird Lake refraction line, located in the region of low

gravity relief, and the Ripley Bay refraction line, oriented along
the anomaly trends parallel to the Coast Mountains, are unreversed
lines and hence do not permit the determination of dipping layers,
should they exist. On the basis of gravity anomaly gradients, how-

ever, changes in crustal thickness are not expected along the Bird
Lake line nor along the Ripley Bay line. This gravity information

is the basis for the assumption of horizontal layering in the interpretation of the refraction data. It is reasonable, however, to expect
changes in crustal thickness across the continental margin in the
vicinity of the pronounced gravity gradients along the continental
shelf and beneath the Coast Mountains.
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Reduction of Refraction Data

In the analysis of the seismograms, the first motions and the
more prominent arrivals in the following wave train formed the basis

for the interpretation. Timing, based on WWV radio signals, is
accurate to one-hundredth of a second. Except at stations close to

the shot points where arrivals are impulsive, the greatest error
(on the order of 0. 1 sec) in reading arrival times occurs with emergent arrivals which begin very gradually. The arrival times, reduced

by subtracting the value t/6. 0 where

is the epic entral distance and

plotted as a function of distance in kilometers from the shot point,

form a reduced travel time graph. Changes in amplitude or period
and character of the waves were used to identify possible arrivals.
The background noise level was very low on all but one seismogram.
The frequency of the arriving waves ranged from 4. 5 to 8. 3 Hz,
conveniently higher than observed micros eisms and lower than noise

from local sources such as wind. Such a bracketing of the frequencies

was fortunate, because the amplitude of the P phase for the most
distant shots was approximately equal to the background noise. This
frequency characteristic of the waves allowed

arrival times to

be picked with confidence. A composite record section, constructed
by tracing each seismogram at its proportionate epicentral distance
on a single sheet of paper, aided in the interpretation. In the absence
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of apparent velocities at each station, this procedure was a useful
visual aid in correlating phases from seismogram to seismogram.
The correlation of arrivals depended on the similarity of wave shape

and the line-up of arrivals on the travel-time plot.

Once the arrival times were selected, a least squares fit to
the arrival times by a line described by the equation T = I
where

A

+ A/V

is the distance, V is the velocity, and I is the intercept

time, determined apparent velocities and intercept times. Computation of the standard error of I and V resulted in an estimate of the
variation in the intercept times and velocities. For the P-wave in

the crust traveling as Pg the intercepts were slightly negative on
both lines. Subsequently, a least squares line through the origin of

the form T

= A/V

determined the P velocities on both lines. This

restriction changed the velocity determined for the Pg phase by

less than .03 km/sec.
A program written in FORTRAN IV by Mooney etal. (1969)
from the dipping plane layer formulation of Adachi (1954) computed

layer thicknesses assuming, in this case, that the layers were plane
but without dip. Figure 11 shows the observed data, the interpreted

sections, and the arrival times computed for reflected and refracted
waves.

Table 2 gives station locations, epicentral distances, and

arrival times.
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Table 2. Station location, epicentral distance and arrival times.
Station

Distance,
km

Latitude,
deg.

Longitude,

deg.

P''

Pg

P9

sec

sec

sec

sec

13.55

13.89

15.38

20.40

21.33

Ripley Bay Line
1

45.1

52°46.60'

128012.55'

7.03

2

77.1

53°00.66'

128°30.24'

13.71

3

123.3

53°21.79'

128050.801

19.70

4

241.8

54°12.58'

129°55.73'

39.59

39.22

38.32

35.81

5

268.8

54°19.44'

130022.551

44.64

43.37

42.39

38.69

6

290.3

54°33.84'

133°23.04'

48.36

46.69

45.66

41.70

Bird Lake Line
7

1.6

54°44.52'

132°4S. 60'

21.85

21.63

20.90

21.17

8

202.8

55°21.83'

133°09.70'

34.22

33.39

31.60

30.40

9

261.1

55°53.21'

133°16.74'

44.24

42.61

40.05

37.78

10

293.3

56°10.01'

133°24.34'

49.95

47.65

44.57

42.05

11

384.3

56°56. 50'

133°53. 67'

65. 15

62. 13

57.91

53.51

Bird Lake Refraction Line

Five stations recorded arrivals at distances from 130 km to
384 km from Bird Lake. In this range, only P> and P appear as

first arrivals. In standard notation, Pg refers to a compressional
wave which travels entirely in the upper layer of the earth's crust,
P* refers to a compressional wave which is refracted in the lower

or 'intermediate' layer of the crust, and P refers to a compressional
wave which is critically refracted at the base of the crust. The dis continuity in velocity at t1e base of the crust is referred to as the M
discontinuity or Moho after its discoverer, seismologist Andrija
Mohoro vicic.

An interpretation of two phases identified on the seismograms

suggests that they come from layers in the upper 15 km of the crust
(Figure 12). The largest arrival on all the seismograms is the wave

which travels entirely in the upper layer of the crust, Pg. These

arrivals give an apparent velocity of 5.90 km/sec. An arrival,
labeled

a' appears slightly earlier but with an amplitude nearly as

large as Pg The

a phase arrives between the P* and Pg phases

and is the first of a series of disturbances which, on the basis of
large amplitude, are probably more related to Pg than to P*.
A phase with an apparent velocity of 6. 96 km/sec, labeled P',

the head wave arrival from the intermediate layer, appears at
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Figure 12. Comparison of a field seismogram with synthetic seismograms at

202 km.
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Station 7 as a clear first arrival. On the remaining seismograms,
the phase starts abruptly and is followed by a wave train containing

characteristically three or four cycles.
Clearly identified as a first arrival at Stations

8,

9,

and 10 is

the refracted wave from the M discontinuity. At Station 7, P

registers as an abrupt change in the direction of the recorded signal
immediately following the P' arrival while at Station 11 a change in

frequency of the background noise indicates the P arrival.
On the basis of field studies by Ryall and Stuart (1963) and
Roller (1965) and a theoretical study by Berry and West (1966) of

wave amplitudes in crustal refraction, Pg wave amplitudes should

not be greater than P or

n

wave amplitudes at distances between

approximately 50 km and 250 km from the shot point. Ryall and

Stuart (1963) suggested that the continuation of the Pg branch may

be due to guided crustal waves. Consequently, the Pg and

a phases

seen in this study are probably most likely waves reflected one or

more times in the two upper layers of the crust.
Comparison of a field seismogram obtained at a distance of
202 km from Bird Lake and theoretical seismograms computed at
the same distance by Hron (1971) using methods developed by
Kanesewich and Hron (1970) and Hron (1970) gives additional sup-

port to the interpretation that Pg and

are reflected waves in the

crust. Two earth structures formed the models for the seismogram
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computations.

P', and
from P g

P1

The first, a three layer model computed using Pg,

arrivals, and the second, a four layer model determined
and P arrivals, resulted in the theoretical seisa'
'

n

mograms shown in Figure 12.

The synthetic seismograms illustrate two important points.

First, the largest deflections found on the synthetic seismograms
are due to waves reflected one or more times in the upper crust.
The energy from refracted waves is approximately an order of magnitude less than multiply-reflected or guided waves. Second, the

more times a wave is reflected or the deeper the layer from which
it reflects, the more the wave is attenuated. The explanation for
these observations is that energy is lost with each refraction and
reflection; accordingly the largest amplitude wave in Figure 12 is
the wave which reflected once in layer 1.

On the field records, reflected waves are still relatively larger
than refracted waves but the ratio of reflected to refracted waves is
much reduced in comparison to the synthetic seismograms. This
difference may be due to the simplifications used in computing the

synthetic seismograms or to topographic irregularities in the reflecting boundaries which can lead to loss of energy by scattering. Finally,

there is an important difference in the wave arrivals present on
the seismograms. The disturbance attributed to the P phase in
the field record appears to be due to the 6. 3 km/sec layer which is
present in the four layer model (trace C) but which is not present
in the three layer model (trace A). This evidence, in addition to
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the travel time data, supports the interpretation of a four layer model.
The total depth to the M discontinuity computed from these two models

differs by less than 0. 5 km, however the difference in layering is
important in the relation between crustal structure arid other observable geophysical parameters, especially gravity as shown below.
Ripley Bay Refraction Line

Six stations recorded arrivals at distances of 45 km to 290 km
along a line extending northwest from Ripley Bay. Three stations

recorded direct P waves as first arrivals and three stations recorded Pg waves as later arrivals. The first motions had low
amplitudes at Stations 2 and 3. Either a wrong choice of the times

of first arrivals or large lateral variations in crustal velocity caused
large scatter in the first arrivals at these distances (Figure 11).
Arrivals which appear along the extension of the line drawn through

Pg arrivals at Stations 4, 5, and 6 are probably guided waves

in

the

crust as discussed earlier. The three most distant stations recorded
a second crustal phase, denoted here as

a' with a large amplitude

arriving before the Pg waves. The a arrival has large amplitude
at Stations 2 and 3 which are close to the distance where refracted

and reflected waves arrive nearly simultaneously (critical distance).
The large amplitudes support the prediction of many investigators

(e. g. Berry and West, 1965) that large arrivals should appear at the
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critical distance. A strong arrival with an apparent velocity of
6. 70 km/sec follows the relatively quiet period after the P arrival
at Stations 4, 5, and 6. It is identified as P, the wave refracted

from the intermediate layer. The ratio of the amplitudes of p* and
P is greater on the Ripley Bay line than on the Bird Lake line.

Waves refracted from the M discontinuity are quite weak;

they are distinguishable on some records mainly on the basis of
frequency differences. For example, at Station 6, the ratio of the
signal amplitude to noise amplitude for

n

is approximately unity

while the ratio of signal frequency to background noise frequency is
about seven. The frequency ratio allows picking the

n

arrival to

the nearest one-half cycle, or to an accuracy of 0. 07 second. Large
secondary arrivals at Stations 2 and 3 may be waves from the M

discontinuity arriving at distances near the critical point.
Structural Internretation
The coefficients of the time-distance equations computed from

the least squares fit to the data permit calculation of the crustal
thicknesses. Assuming that the apparent velocities are true velocities and thus that the structure is formed of plane horizontal layers,
the calculated depth to the M discontinuity is 25.9 km for the Bird
Lake line and 29.9 km for the Ripley Bay line. Table 3 gives the

time-distance equations and the results of the depth computations.
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Table 3. Time distance equations and computed thicknesses
Bird Lake line
Pg:

T= i/(5.90 +.02)

Pa:

T(1.10

.09) +

/(6.30 ± .01)

*

T(2.25 ±.18) + /(6.96 ±.03)
P: T=(4.66 ±11) + /(7.86 ±.03)
P

:

Depth to

Velocity,
km/sec

Thickness,
km

Layer 1

5.90

9.25

9.25 ±.23

Layer 2

6. 30

6.49

15.75 ±.37

Layer3

6.96

10.15

Layer 4

7.86

interface, Ian

.54

25.89

Ripley Bay line
Pg:

T

LV(6.03±.05)

T(1.45 .17) + A/(6.41
P: T(2.29 ±06) + A/(6.70

Pa:

P:
n

.03)

.01)

T(5.83 ±.39) + /(8.11 ±.11)
Depth to
interface, kin

Velocity,
km/sec

Thickness,
km

Layer 1

6.03

12.89

12.89

Layer 2

6.41

4.70

17.59

Layer 3

6.70

12.33

Layer4

8.11

±

.31
.41

29.91 ±.63
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Estimation of uncertainties in calculated values is difficult in seismic
refraction work. In this study, the estimated uncertainty assigned

to a given depth was calculated by adding or subtracting, as appropri-

ate, the standard error in the time-distance equation and recomputing
the depth. The difference between the recomputed depth and the mean

depth gives an estimate of the possible uncertainty in computed depth.
The uncertainty should be regarded as a minimum uncertainty inas-

much as dip may be present.

The orientation of the refraction lines minimizes the effects
of changes in structure. Geologic and gravity data which support

this assumption include the facts that the refraction lines lie parallel
to geologic trends, the small scatter in the data points imply nearly
plane layers, and the observed gravity field suggests little or no dip

in structure in the direction of the refraction lines.

Therefore,

the assumption of plane horizontal layers made in computing the

structural thickness is reasonably valid.
Shor (1962) reported a crustal thickness of 25 km in Dixon

Entrance on the basis of possible second arrivals from the mantle
with an apparent velocity of 8.49 km/sec. He also reported an upper
layer with a velocity of 5. 78 km/sec which probably corresponds

to the layer with the velocity of 5. 90 km/sec determined in this
study. However, the depth to the top of the intermediate layer

computed by Shor is more than 8 km shallower than reported here.
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The shallow and relatively high velocity layer measured by Shor

(6.80 km/sec) may be a local effect associated with the large quantity of basaltic rock noted on Graham Island near his refraction line.
The high velocities may originate from crustal layers intruded by
high velocity rock from the lower crust or upper mantle. Available
gravity data does not support the probabability of a rapid change in

upper crustal layering across Dixon Entrance.
Mime (1964) completed a reversed profile at the edge of the
continental shelf outside Dixon Entrance where he observed a layer

3. 5 km thick having a velocity of 4.45-4.88 km/sec. He suggested

that volcanic or sedimentary rocks comprise this layer. Beneath
this layer he observed a crustal velocity of 6. 16 km/sec which he

attributed to the granitic layer of the continental crust. He did not
observe higher velocity layers.
White and Savage (1965) obtained information on velocities in

the upper crust of northern Vancouver Is land, south of the area

studied in this report. From explosions in Queen Charlotte Strait
and Johnstone Strait, they obtained an average upper crustal velocity
of 6. 4 km/sec and an average lower crustal velocity of 6. 8 km/sec.
They calculated the depth to the top of the intermediate layer as 11

km. They did not find

arrivals. Brown (1966) considered

Vancouver Island to be a part of the Insular Tectonic belt on the

basis of geology, so it is not surprising that velocities and depths
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obtained there correspond rather closely to those obtained from the
Bird Lake explosions.
Tatel and Tuve

(1955)

made additional refraction studies north

of the Bird Lake-Ripley Bay lines near Skagway, Alaska.
Tuve

(1956),

Woollard etal.

(1960),

and Hales and Asada

Tatel and
(1966)

interpreted these records. The seismic lines near Skagway traverse
a rapidly changing Bouguer anomaly field suggestive of abrupt changes

in crustal structure. The crust as computed is
west of Skagway but north of Skagway it is

with velocities of 5. 7,

6.

0, and

6.

35

36-42

km thick north-

km thick. Three layers

7 km/sec comprise the crust and

the mantle has a velocity of 7.7 to 8. 0 km/sec. In comparison, the
velocities north of Skagway are similar to those obtained from the
Ripley Bay line.

Considerable evidence, presented earlier, shows that changes

in major crustal structure occur normal to the continental margin.
The structure, the geology, and the Bouguer anomalies are all

aligned parallel to the margin. An attempt to determine the character of the transition from oceanic to continental structure uses a
two-dimensional gravity model to fit the gravity profile of Couch
(1969)

which strikes N

69°

E and intersects the coast at Dixon

Entrance. The seismic refraction studies of Shor
(1964),

(1962),

Mime

and this study provided the depths to the layers in the cross

section. Figure

9

shows the position of the two-dimensional model

together with the position of the seismic surveys. The gravity

profile uses the free air anomaly values at sea and complete Bouguer
on land. The cross section extends to
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km in depth and 400 km

in length from the Alaskan Abyssal Plain to the Coast Mountains.

The line integral method as applied by Taiwani, Worzel, and
Landisman

(1959)

enabled computation of the vertical component

of the gravitational acceleration at points on the earthts surface.
In this method, a series of joined polygons of appropriate density
approximates the crust and the gravity at any point is the combined
attraction of these two-dimensional polygons. The results of the

seismic refraction surveys were restraints on the layering. The
empirical relation established by Ludwig, Nafe, and Drake

(1971)

permitted a systematic conversion from crustal velocities to densities. Bathymetric and seismic refraction boundaries, plotted on a

working cross section, formed the basis for the construction of
polygons to approximate the structure and iterative adjustments to
densities and polygons followed until the computed and observed

gravity agreed. A standard crustal and subcrustal section at the
ocean end of the profile given by Couch

(1969)

ties this section to

his.

The resulting cross section, shown in Figure 13, is a reinterpretation of the Dixon Entrance cross section given by Couch
(1969)

and the structure is identical to his model west of the
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continental shelf. The large negative free-air anomaly over the

continental slope is due to shoaling of the sea bottom acid the steep
dip of the M discontinuity. Three layers overlain by sediments

comprise the continental crust. Short wavelength gravity anomalies
in Dixon Entrance are due to variations in the thickness of the upper

layers. The upper portion of the cross section will be discussed
more completely below. The depth to the intermediate or oceanic

layer increases from 6 km offshore to 15 km under Dixon Entrance.

At the continental slope the structure of the upper crust changes to

the thick upper crustal layer typical of continental areas. The
plateau in the gravity anomaly suggests little change in crustal thickness under Dixon Entrance and the model indicates a crust of constant thickness. The decrease in the Bouguer anomaly at the main-

land coast is due to a second increase in crustal thickness. The M
discontinuity is 30 km deep under the Ripley Bay line and is assumed
to increase in depth to 40 km beneath the Coast Mountains.

The seismic results from the Bird Lake and Ripley Bay lines

and the character of the changes in crustal thickness at the edge of
the continent in western British Columbia agree with the estimates
of Couch (1969).
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Attenuation measurements of the

arrivals on the Ripley Bay

line were not possible because of the short distance over which clear

amplitudes were observed. The calibration curves in Figure 5
allowed peak-to-peak amplitudes of the first full cycle of the P

phase, measured on the Bird Lake seismograms, to be converted
to vertical displacement in millimicrons. Linear factors adjusted
the amplitudes to the size of the largest explosion (3630 kg). Table 4

lists adjusted ground amplitudes for Stations 7 through 11 together
with the estimated frequencies of the waves, and Figure 14 shows
the plotted values.
Table 4. Measured frequencies and amplitudes of P phases from Bird Lake.
Shot size, lbs
Nitrone SM

Station

2000
6000
7000
7000
8000

7
8
9
10
11

Frequency,
Hz

Amplitudes
millimicrons

7.4
4.5
5.9
5.0
6.7

25.9

4.19
2.28
5.11
.38

An estimate of the Q value, a measure of energy dissipated

per cycle, of the mantle results by fitting the equation
1

A

A0A

(-D) -2/3e-k (where D is the point of first emergence

of the critically refracted P wave) to the data. The factor
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Figure 14. Observed peak-to-peak amplitude of ground motion, in

millimicrons, due to P phases from Bird Lake.
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(-D)23 lepresents a geometrical spreading factor for head
-k expresses scatwaves as derived by Heelan (1953). The term e

tering and absorption in the mantle. Attributing the point at 292 km

to experimental error, an absorption coefficient of k

. 009 gave a

good fit of the equation tc the remaining data. Using the relation
Trf/kV (Knopoff, 1956) and the values k
and f
2C 450.

.009, V(P0)

7. 86 km/

5.9±1. 1 Hz, the apparent Q of the upper mantle is

The value obtained here is lower than those obtained from

m'a3urements in Nevada, California, Arizona, and New Mexico by
Wer:h, Herbst, and Springer (1962) (Q

300-400), in Nevada, Utah,

anc Colorado by Ryall and Stuart (1963) (Q520), and in British
Columbia and Washington by Johnson and Couch (1969) (Q384) but

similar to the value determined in Nevada, Arizona, and New Mexico

by Wright, Carpenter, and Saville (1962) (Q240).
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STRUCTURE OF THE UPPER CRUST IN DIXON ENTRANCE
FROM GEOPHYSICAL MEASUREMENTS

Introduction

Important changes in structure and geology between Graham

Island and southeastern Alaska lie underwater in Dixon Entrance.
Shor (1962), Milne (1964), Stacey and Stephens (1969), Couch (1969),

Dehlinger etal. (1971), and Haines, Hannaford, and Riddihough
(1971), among others, obtained geophysical data in Dixon Entrance

as parts of gravity, magnetic, or seismic studies. There are
differences between the results of Shor (1962) and the Bird Lake line

of this study in the upper crustal layers near Dixon Entrance. In
October, 1970, the R/V Yaquina made a traverse (YALOC -70,
Figure 15) in Dixon Entrance in an effort to gather additional geo-

physical data to reconcile these differences. The continuous seismic

reflection, bathymetric, magnetic, and gravity measurements
made, in combination with the geophysical measurements of others,

permitted the construction of structural models of Dixon Entrance.
This study is a compilation of geophysical measurements made
in Dixon Entrance from the base of the continental slope on the west

to the mainland coast on the east. The bathymetry shown in Figure
15 suggests a shallow depression north of Graham Island which is

nearly closed off from the ocean by Learmonth Bank. A second
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depression in Clarence Strait ends just west of Celestial Reef.

Two

bathymetric highs which protrude seaward from the base of the continental slope west of Dixon Entrance interrupt the linearity of the
slope contours.
Gravity Measurements

The following equation describes the free-air anomaly:

F.A. =

g0

+fc

where F. A. is the free-air anomaly,

g0

is the observed gravity, fc

is the free-air correction (zero at sea level), and gt is the theoretical
gravity computed from the 1930 International Gravity Formula (e.g.
Heiskanen and Vening Meinesz, 1958).

Free-air gravity anomalies

result from horizontal and vertical variations of mass, topographical
effects, or a combination of the two.
The Lacoste and Romberg gimbal-suspended surface skip gray-

ity meter S-9 measured 60 values of gravity in Dixon Entrance on
cruise YALOC 70. Computer programs written by Gemperle and

Keeling (1970) were used to make instrument and E6tvos corrections,

to calculate the free-air anomaly, and to merge the gravity data with
the bathymetric and navigational data. These values, when added to

the 290 pre-existing free-air anomaly measurements gave a station
density of one station per 34 km2. The previous measurements
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available in the area include sea gravity meter values of Couch
and Dehlinger et al.

(1969)
(1965),

(1966),

pendulum stations of Worzel

and the land and underwater gravimeter measurements by

personnel of the Dominion Observatory of Canada (Stacey,

1967).

The free-air anomaly map of Dixon Entrance by Couch

(1969),

was adjusted where necessary to agree with data from YALOC-70
(Figure

16).

Dominant anomaly trends run northwest-southeast along

the eastern and western edges of Dixon Entrance. The steep gradient
over the continental slope is due to changes in thickness and composi-

tion of the crust arising from the oceanic-continental transition, the
effect of the shoaling sea bottom, and the effect of a sediment wedge
at the base of the slope (Couch,

1969).

The linear northwest-southeast anomaly passing through G in
Figure

16

is due to topographical effects and a thick sediments basin

which extends southeast from Clarence Strait in southeastern Alaska.

Topographic effects and large contrasts in densities of near-surface
rocks probably cause the +80 mgl free-air anomalies at Learmonth
Bank and Celestial Reef. Basalt flows near the surface may cause

the anomaly over northwestern Graham Island. Discussion of other

features of Figure

16

follows the presentation of additional data.
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Seismic Measurements

Seismic information, compiled in Dixon Entrance, provides
initial constraints for construction of two-dimensional gravity models.
Seismic reflection records from YALOC-70 provide information on

near-surface structures while a wavefront solution to refraction
arrivals on the lines MK 23A and MK 23B of Shor (1962) provide

information on the basement configuration.
A Bolt PAR 20 in3 air gun source towed at an average speed

of 8 knots was used to generate a continuous seismic reflection
profile. Reflections appear on the record to a maximum two-way

penetration time of one second in deep water but less where

reverberation and reflection multiples interfere with the recorded
signal. However, overall record quality is good and sedimentary

structures are observable to depths of 1 km. Figure 17 shows

tracings from the records made of the major acoustical reflectors
along the trackline. The velocity of 2. 4 km/sec determined by

Shor (1969) from seismic refraction measurements permits calculation of sediment thickness. The straight-line segments beneath

the sections indicate the possible upper surface of the basement
as suggested by the gravity model of Figure 21.
Folded sediments show clearly on the lower portion of the
continental shelf. Sediments dip seaward in the upper portion of
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the shelf. A normal fault appears just east of the shelf break and
there is a suggestion of a relic sea channel in the downthrown block.

Basement highs appear at A, B, D, F, and H.

While these highs

may be comprised of highly compacted sediments in their upper layers
they are more like)y metamorphic or igneous rocks. The termination
of dipping layers east of Learmonth Bank (B) suggests the presence
of a normal fault. It is probable that the mountains on Prince of
Wales Island extend underwater to form the basement high at F.

High angle faults or steeply dipping structures mark both sides of
the sediment basin at G, associated with the extension of the Clarence
Strait trough. The layers west of G, in the trough, show evidence of
folding while east of G, the layers show the effects of slumping but
not folding.

The change suggests a difference in their sedimentary

histories.
Dr. George Shor kindly provided seismic refraction seismo-

grams from his lines MK 23A and MK 23B (Figure 15) in Dixon
Entrance for re-study. The seismograms were re-read and first
arrivals reduced to the sea bottom. Large offsets in the travel-time

curve, caused by structures shown in Figure 17, make interpretation
by normal methods difficult. Two wave-front diagrams were con-

structed for the reversed profile using the method of Thornburgh
(19 30).

Seismic velocities used in the model have a large effect on the
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final solution; they are determined from velocities measured by
Shor (1962) east of MX 23A from velocities observed along the Bird

Lake refraction line of this study, and from the travel-time curves
where possible. Sediment velocities measured and used for compu-

tation at the eastern end of the line are 2.0 and 3. 2 km/sec for the
first and second sedimentary layers respectively. At the western

end, the velocity determined from first arrivals is 2. 4 km/sec.
Mime (1964) found that sediment velocities west of MX 23B range

from 1.99 to 2.88 km/sec. A velocity of 2.4 km/sec was used for
the sediments everywhere except in the basin at the eastern end. A
layer west of MX 23B gives an apparent velocity of 5. 0 km/sec. Mime
(1964) also observed a layer with a velocity of 4.9 km/sec. This layer
which appears only at the western end of the profile, has a velocity
of 5. 0 km/sec in the model. Offsets in the travel-time curve appear

at distances where waves from the basement layer arrive making
determination of the velocity of the basement layer difficult. Shor
(1962) determined the basement velocity as 5. 8 km/sec. Milne (1964)

determined the velocity as 6. 2 km/sec, and from the Bird Lake line

the velocity was 5.9 km/sec. Shor (1962) determined an average
basement velocity of 5. 9 km/sec on several shore lines east of Mk
23A.

The basement velocity assumed for the model is 5.9 km/sec.

At distances greater than 30 km, the measured apparent velocities

on the two lines were 6.96 and 6.65 km/sec. The velocity assumed
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for the model is 6.8 km/sec as determined for this layer by Shor
(1962).

Initial interpretation of the structure, in terms of plane dipping

layers, gave a first approximation to the structure. The wave-front
solution was obtained by iterative adjustment of the plane interfaces

until the travel times, computed from the wave fronts traveling in
both directions, agreed closely with observed values. Figure 18
shows the two wave-front diagrams constructed in this fashion and

the observed and computed travel times. Wave fronts are drawn at
a time interval of 0. 5 second although shorter intervals were used

in the presence of thin layers or steep dip. The wave-front method
does not give a unique solution in cases of more than two layers

without the use of special techniques or where velocities are difficult
to determine. The model of Figure 18 assumes that the interface

between the 5.9 and 6. 8 km/sec layer has slowly varying relief and,

on the basis of the reflection profile of Figure 17, that large topographic changes occur in the interface between the 5. 9 km/sec layer
and the sediments.
The model generated by the wave-front solution indicates two

basins containing 1.6 and 2. 5 km of sediments respectively. The
basins may be bounded on their western margins by high angle faults.

The basement rises to the surface immediately west of each basin and
to within 1 km of the surface in between. The high velocity 6. 8
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km/sec layer lies at 7 km for much of the profile but rises to 5 km
beneath the west end of the line before dipping seaward. A wedge of

material with a velocity of 5. 0 km/sec, present on the western
margin, may be due to volcanics or sedimentary rock (Mime, 1964).
Gravity Crustal Cross Section

Theoretical gravity values, computed from two crustal models,
fit gravity profile YA 31 (Figure 13) in Dixon Entrance. The first

crustal cross section is an enlargement of the Dixon Entrance crustal
and subcrustal cross sec Lion presented earlier in Figure 13. Struc -

tures deeper than 20 km are identical to Figure 13 in both models.
The wave-front solution of Figure 18, replotted in Figure 19,

defines the upper structure in the center of the cross section for
Model 1. In the iterative process of fitting the observed gravity,

the layer boundaries remained fixed. Densities, on the other hand,

were varied as needed from the initial values obtained from the
Ludwig, Nafe, and Drake (1971) curve. Figure 20 shows the extent

of these variations which are wellS within the scatter of the original

data used to define the curve.
The lines along which gravity and refraction measurements
were made coincide at the edge of the continental shelf but diverge

to the east at an angle of 7° (Figure 15).

This explains, in part,

differences between the computed and observed gravity.
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The +43 mgI anomaly at 133° W occurs over Learmonth Bank.

Near zero gravity values indicate the sedimentary basin to the east
of Learmonth Bank. The computed gravity does not agree with a
+35 mgi anomaly at 13° 30'W. At this point, the gravity profile is

12 km north of the refraction line and the structure causing the
anomaly either diminishes or basalts from Graham Is land obscure

the structure. The gravity contours at D in Figure 16 support this
interpretation.
The -30 mgi anomaly at 131 45'W is probably due to the exten-

sion of the Clarence Strait trough which, according to this model,
contains sediments 2. 6 km thick. The trough may continue south to
Hecate Strait where Shouldice

(1970),

on the basis of drill records,

indicates sediment thickness greater than 4. 6 km.
Beneath Dixon Entrance, the layer of 2.
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gm/cm3 density corre-

sponds to the layer of velocity 6. 8 km/sec in Figure

16.

This layer

extends downward, with no change in density, through the layer of
velocity

6.

4 km/sec to the layer of velocity

6. 96

km/sec of Figure

9.

This procedure follows the suggestion made earlier that the layer of
velocity

6.

8 km/sec is due to the intrusion of the upper crust by high

velocity (high density) material from the lower crust or upper mantle
near Graham Island.
The upper layer beneath the Coast Mountains has a density of
2. 76

gm/cm3. This density, increased from the average value of

2. 74 gm/cm3 found by Hutchison and Roddick (1967) from several

thousand measurements of density of plutonic rocks from the western

Coast Mountains, is necessary to fit the observed anomaly. A block
with high density (2.82 gm/cm3) is necessary in order to fit the

observed anomaly east of the Clarence Strait trough. This high

density may be related to the presence of diorite (2.82 gm/cm3,
Hutchison and Roddick, 1967) along the mainland coast. An alterna-

tive source of the increase in density may be ultrabasic intrusives
seen by Taylor and Noble (1960) in southeastern Alaska as far south
as Duke Island and thought by Stacey and Stephens (1969) to continue

even farther south, possibly to Vancouver Island. On the basis of
large gravity anomalies (Couch, 1969; Stacey and Stephens, 1969)

and a magnetic anomaly discussed below, this zone of ultramafic
intrusions may continue south of Duke Is land along the eastern portion of Hecate Strait as far south as Bonilla Is land (53° 30' N, 131° 30t

W) where pillow lavas are exposed at the surface.

Figure 21 shows Model 2 as an alternative model for the upper

crust. Adjustment of the shape of the boundary between sediments
and basement rock took place iteratively until the computed gravity
agreed with the observed gravity. Two layers comprise the upper

crust in this model having velocities of 5.9 and 6.4 km/sec as in
Figure 11, determined from the Bird Lake refraction line. It was

necessary to increase the density of layers in the cross section in
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order to obtain a fit to the observed gravity data. The increase
occurred in the sediment layer density (from 2. 07 to 2. 23 gm/cm3)
and in the upper basement layer (from 2.65 and 2. 70 to 2. 78 gm/
cm3).

Figure 20 shows these values in relation to the curve of

Ludwig, Nafe, and Drake (1971).

This model shows sediment thick-

nesses of 2.4 and 2.6 km at 133° and 1310451 respectively (C and
G, Figures 16 and 17) and shallow basement at B and F (Figures 16

and 17), very similar to Model 1. In addition, the model brings
out a prominent rise in the basement at 132° 30' (D, Figures 16 and
17) which the wave-front solution of Figure 18 only faintly suggests.

A broad rise in the basement structure at 133° 35' on the wave-front
solution (Figure 18) is narrower and flanked on the east by a basement depression in gravity Model 2 (Figure 21).
Magnetic Meas urements and C rus tal
Cross Section

A Geometrics marine proton precession magnetometer meas
ured the magnetic field along the trackline YALOC-70 in Figure 15.
Programs written by Gemperle and Keeling (1970) removed the
International Geomagnetic Reference Field (Cain and Cain, 1968;

Cain etal., 1968) from the data (digitized at five minute intervals
together with maximums and minimums) on a CDC 3300 computer.

Figure 22 shows the plotted magnetic anomaly. Magnetic anomalies
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exceeding 700 gammas are present between 133° 30'W and 132° 40'W.

Figure 22 also shows the two-dimensional models constructed to

estimate the magnetic susceptibility and remanent magnetization

necessary to produce these anomalies.
Talwani and Heirtzler (1964) develope d a computer program

which computes the magnetic effects of two-dimensional magnetized

blocks of arbitrary shape given a susceptibility and/or magnetization.

The program computes the effect of a two-dimensional flat

block which extends to infinity in one horizontal direction. Appropriate combination of these blocks allows the computation of the magnetic

effect of any two-dimensional crustal structure which can be approximated by a polygon. Lu (1971) adapted the computer program of

Taiwani and Heirtzler (1964) to FORTRAN IV for use on a CDC 3300
computer. Theoretical magnetic profiles for four models in Dixon

Entrance were computed using this program. Seven blocks make up
the model in Figure 22. The upper surface of the blocks is from the

wave front solution of Figure 18, the lower surface (arbitrarily
assumed to be horizontal) is at a depth of 6 km, and the observed
anomalies determine the placement of the vertical boundaries. The
sedimentary layers have zero susceptibility and magnetization.
Models 1, 2, and 3 (Figure 22) assume no remanent magnetization.

The susceptibility of all blocks in Model 1 is .0004 emu (elec-

tromagnetic units), a value commonly observed for granitic rocks.
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For all blocks in Model 2, the susceptibility is .002 emu, a value

commonly observed for basaltic rocks. The computed anomaly in

Models 1 and 2 is an expression of the relief of the upper surface
of the model and in each case is too small to account for the observed
anomaly. In Model 3, the blocks are alternately granitic and basaltic

material with the basaltic blocks causing the anomalies. Susceptibilities of . 0004 emu and . 003 emu for the granitic and basaltic

blocks respectively give a good fit to the observed data. The susceptibilities in Model 4 are . 0004 emu for the granitic blocks and . 002

emu for the ba5altic blocks; in addition, the basaltic blocks have a
remanent magnetization equal to a susceptibility of . 001 emu in an

axial dipole field of 53, 600 gammas. The results of Model 4 are
nearly identical to those of Model 3.

The results from the magnetic models suggest that the 700gamma anomalies observed in Dixon Entrance are due mainly to

large contrasts in magnetic siisceptibilities of the basement rocks.
Computed anomalies, obtained using average susceptibilities for

granitic and basaltic rocks, agree with the observed anomalies.

If

remanent magnetization is present it is not large. Intrusion of high
susceptibility rock into low susceptibility rock may be the cause of
the anomalies. Alternatively, large susceptibilities associated with

highly metamorphosed rocks such as those present on Dali Island and

Prince of Wales Island may cause the anomalies.
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Haines, Hannaford, and Riddihough (1971), from a high altitude

(5 km) aeromagnetic survey of western British Columbia, found a
broad positive magnetic anomaly (> 200 gammas) located over
Prince of Wales Island which extends southward and coincides with

the anomaly at 132° (Figure 22). A second positive anomaly ( >400

gammas) is present on northwestern Graham Island. The two positive
anomalies are not connected. The anomalies are two of a series of
anomalies which lie between the north-trending, short wavelength,

linear anomalies observed in the northeastern Pacific and typical of

oceanic areas and long, narrow, northwesterly trending anomalies
observed over the Cordilleran zone and the Coast Crystalline belt.

The anomalies over the continental margin may be related to struc-

tural changes in the transition from oceanic crust to continental crust.
Summary

This study of Dixon Entrance, using seismic, gravity, and
magnetic methods, maps important structural differences between
Graham Island and southeastern Alaska.

The large positive gravity anomaly on northwestern Graham

Island coincides with large thicknesses of basalt. The large observed
magnetic anomaly and the high velocity layer measured at a depth
of 7 km on seismic refraction lines MK23A and MK23B (Shor, 1962)

just north of Graham Island suggest that the source of the basalt is
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probably deep within the crust. Basalts known to continue under

sediments on northeastern Graham Island probably account for the
gravity anomaly observed there. The free-air anomaly indicates
that the basalt flows extend north of Graham Island 20 to 30 km.

A gravity low, indicated by a dashed line through E in Figure 16,

extends south from east of Dall Island and terminates north of
Graham Island. The shallow acoustical reflector and the positive

gravity and magnetic anomalies passing through F in Figure 16

coincide with the Prince of Wales High, a structural lineation mapped
by Brew, Loney, and Muffler (1966). High altitude magnetic measure-

ments relate the magnetic anomaly at F to deep structure. Magnetic

models, based on surface magnetic measurements, indicate this
magnetic body may extend to the surface in the form of basaltic
dikes or highly metamorphosed zones.

Seismic reflection measurements indicate that Learmonth
Bank is bounded on the east by a fault dipping steeply east. Stacey
and Stephens (1969) attribute the 1949 earthquake at 54.2° N, 133.0° W
to movement on the northward extension of the Sandspit fault. The

fault-plane solution for this earthquake (Hodgeson and Mime, 1951;

Wickens and Mime, 1967) indicates right lateral motion on a fault
which strikes 29°W and dips 77° NE. This information and the linear

trend of the gravity contours between Learmonth Bank and Graham

Island suggests that the Sandspit fault extends from Graham Island
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at least as far north as Learmonth Bank.
Bathymetric contours indicate a broad shelf west of Dali Island,
a marked change from the narrow shelf west of Graham Island.

Gravity contours suggest that a complex structure is present on
the shelf north of the YALOC-70 trackline (Figure 16).

Negative gravity anomalies in Clarence Strait extend into

eastern Hecate Strait. Sediment thicknesses up to 3 km, suggested
by model studies, and large magnetic anomalies flanking the gravity

low indicate that the Clarence Strait lineament is a major structural
feature which separates the Coast Crystalline belt from the Insular
Tectonic belt and the Alexander Archipelago.

Structural and geological differences present on opposite sides

of Dixon Entrance are attributable to the large quantities of basalt
present on Graham Island. Thick layers of basalt probably obscure
any structure which extends from the Alexander Archipelago south
beneath Graham Island.

MICROEARTHQUAKE SURVEY OF WESTERN BRITISH
COLUMBIA AND SOUTHEASTERN ALASKA

Introduction

The OSU field party carried out a microearthquake survey
along portions of the Inside Passage of British Columbia and south-

eastern Alaska concurrently with the seismic refraction study
described above. Eight stations observed microearthquake activity,

most of which occurred at large distances from the stations (S-P
times greater than 12 seconds) although five station.s recorded nearby

microearthquakes.
The possible relationship between faults and microearthquakes

requires a more detailed discussion of faults than that given in the
description of the geology above. Figure 23 shows major mapped

and inferred faults of ±e region. Observed faults in the region.
predominantly normal and probably strike-slip, lie mostly in southeastern Alaska and the Queen Charlotte Islands. Twenhofel and

Sainsbury (195d) recognized three lineaments or large zones of

many parallel or nearly parallel linear features and faults in southeastern Alaska. These authors named them the Chatham Strait,

Clarence Strait, and Coast Range lineaments. They inferred the
presence of the Chatham Strait and Clarence Strait lineaments from

the straight course of the straits, mapped faults at their landward

extensions, and rocks of different ages on opposite sides of the

straits. St. Amand (1957) and Brew, Loriey. and Muffler (1966)
postulate right-lateral strike-slip movement along Chatham Strait
and Twenhofel and Sainsbury (1958) propose vertical movement along

Clarence Strait. Twenhofel and Sainsbury (1958) defined the Coast
Range lineament as a series of mapped and inferred faults along the
southwest border of the Coast Mountains extending from the southeast
corner of southwesLern Alaska to Lynn Canal where they join or cross
the Chatham trait lineament.

The large-scale faults mapped on the Queen Charlotte Islands

(Figure 23) trend northwest-southeast. Earthquakes which occur on

the Islands (Figure 2) suggest that at least some of these faults are
active. Geologic maps show few if any faults near the vicinity of the

mainland coast of British Columbia (e.g. White, 1966; Geological

Map of Canada, 1969) possibly because water conceals them. Peacock
(1935) suggests that the pattern of linear fjords and narrow longitudinal passages in coastal British Columbia and southeastern Alaska

is similar to the pattern of folds, joints, and faults in the bedrock.
He also suggests that erosion along such features formed the waterways.

Many investigators (e.g. Gutenberg and Richter, 1954; St.
Amand, 1958; Benioff, 1962; Tobiin and Sykes, 1968) inferred, on

the basis of earthquake epicenters, that the Queen Charlotte Islands

fault lies at the base of the continental slope. Tobin and Sykes
(1968) believed that the Queen Charlotte Islands fault continues

parallel to the coast as far north as 60°N where it joins the Fairweather fault. St. Amand (1958) suggested that it bifurcates north

of the Queen Charlotte Islands and that one branch connects with

the Fairweather fault near Cross Sound and the other branch follows

Chatham Strait northward until it joins the Denali fault at the northern
end of Lynn Canal.

Compared to the large number of earthquake epicenters associated with the Queen Charlotte Islands fault, the number of epicenters

located in Inside Passage waters is very small (see Figure 2). The
discovery by Mime, Smith, and Rogers (1970) of small earthquakes

occurring in eastern southeastern Alaska, a region previously con-

sidered to be aseismic, suggests that minor seismic activity also
may be present in other portions of the Inside Passage.
Field Methods

The unattended OSTJ instrument package described above

recorded microearthquakes in the field program. The goal was to
sample microearthquake activity with the unattended instrument

wherever a seismic refraction station was attempted. Attempts

made to record microearthquakes at the refraction stations were
secondary to the purpose of the seismic refraction survey. The

criterion for choosing station locations was to obtain good station

spacing on the refraction lines, however, and not to obtain proximity

to possible seismic areas.
At each station the seismic system operated for 12 hours
except when prevented by instrument failure or schedule limitations.
Comparison of chronometer time to WWV radio time broadcasts at

the beginning and end of each record gave arrival times accurate to
0. 1 second. The attended OSU instrument package recorded micro-

earthquakes on magnetic tape at Station 1 using only interval time.

Stations 1 through 5 lie in the fiord region of the mainland coast of
British Columbia, and Stations 6 through 9 lie on Prince of Wales
and Kupreanof Islands in southeastern Alaska. Since the recording

stations are distant from major mapped faults and areas of known

seismic activity, the survey was made in a seismically quiet region.
Figure 23 shows the station locations and Table 5 gives the time

periods during which the instruments recorded.
Table 5. Microearthquake survey location, recording interval, and instrument attenuation.
Stn

Latitude
degrees

Longitude
degrees

1

51°46. 60'

128°12. 55'

2

53°00.66'
53°21.79
54°19.44'
54°48.96'

128°30.24'
128°50.80'

55°21.83'
55°34.75'
56°10.01'
56°35.16'

133°09.70'
133°13.80'
133°24.34'
133°42.30'

3

4
5
6
7
8

9

130022. 55

130°45.95'

Recording interval
July, 1970, GMT
14; (0700-1200)
14; 0220-1437
14-15; 2200-1208
16; 0600-1609
17; 0156-1404
17-18; 2255-0340
24; 0400-1635
26; 0155-1416
27; 0125-0707
27-28; 2305-0657

Record
length

(hr. mm)
(05:00)
12:17
14:08
10:09
12:08
4:45
12:35
12:21

05:42
07:52

Atten.
used
(db)

-18
-18
-18
-12
-12
-12
-12
-24

-12

Data Analysis

Arrival times and S-P times of the events on the records,
provided the data for this study. By keeping the recorded noise level

at the stations approximately the same on all records, the same
criteria could be used to pick events. Table 6 lists 22 separate
earthquakes observed during a total of 92 hours of recording time.

The S-P times fall into three time intervals: less than five seconds,
12-13 seonds, and more than 20 seconds. Only Station 8 (operated
at the lowest gain) recorded no microearthquakes. Station S recorded
most of the nearby microearthquakes.
Interpretation

The July, 1970, listing of epicenters (U. S. Department of
Commerce, Preliminary Determination of Epicenters, Monthly

Listing, July 1970) does not contain any earthquakes listed in Table
5.

This is understandable because of the small size of the events

and the absence of permanent recording stations along the west coast
of northern British Columbia. Examination of the increase in S-P

times for Stations 1-4 gives an estimate of the epicenters for the
more distant events.

An explanation of P-times and S-times is appropriate at this

point. A P-time is the time of arrival of compressional waves from

Table 6. Arrival times and S-P times of events observed in the microearthquake survey.
Station

Date

Arrival time

S-F, see

GMT

1

7-14-70

*

24.5
25.0
27.2

4.5
2

7-14-70

Event

229
235
258
44

(2)
(3)
(4)
5

05:06:02.4
09:29:13.0
11:35:21.6
13:07:23.5

4.6

45

25.3
26.7
26.8

238

2

252
254

3

1

4

3

7-15-70

07:12:59.7

34.1

232

6

4

7-16-70

09:56:36.7
13:08:34.5
13:47:30.4
15:34:04.6

38.3
38.0
2.5
39.5

367
364

7

22

390

9
10

05:19:59.7
05:20:03.3
05:28:04.1
08:00:09.1
01:54:25.9
02:23:58. 5

0.0
0.0
3.0
0.0
0.0

0
0

11
12

24

13

14
15

35.0

0
0
342

5

7-17-70

7-18-70

*

Dist
km

8

16

6

7-24-70

16:15:5L2

12.5

101

17

7

7-26-70

03:27:57.5

12. 6

102

18

8

7-27-70

no events

9

7-28-70

00:13:21.2
00:50:44.8

2. 1

03:13:48. 1

37. 1

03:44:47.2

12.4

16
110
364
100

19

13.4

20
21
22

Only interval time was obtained at Station 1; events in parentheses are correlated to events
2, 3, and 4 at Station 2 on the basis of S-P time and their sequence in time.
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earthquake; an S-time is the time of arrival of shear waves from

an earthquake. The following expression relates P-velocity to
S-velocity.
V

"11-20-

p

V
5

where o is Poisson's ratio. If Poisson's ratio is 0. 25, an approx-

irnate value suggested by the Ludwig, Nafe, and Drake (1971) curves

for crustal velocities, then the relation between F- and S-velocities
is simply
V

=

p

S

Large amplitude differences, usually observed between the P-wave

and S-wave, simplify the measurement of the S-P time. The crustal

layering, determined by means such as seismic refraction, and the
S-P time give the epicentral distance (see Appendix 2).

Assuming that the epicenters for events 2,

3, 4, 6,

7,

8, and

10 all lie in the same region, the epic entral distance increases from
230 km for event 2 at Station 1 to 390 km for event 10 at Station 4.

The increase in distance suggests that the sources are to the south
of the recording stations. The striking of arcs from Stations 1 and 2
for events 2, 3, and 4 resulted in two groups of two-station epicenter
locations. One group of epicenters located in this fashion lies in the

Coast Mountains midway between Prince George and Prince Rupert.
The other group is west of Queen Charlotte Sound at 51°N, 130°W

near the site of a magnitude M=6 earthquake which occurred only

three weeks earlier on June 24, 1970 (U. S. Department of Commerce,
Preliminary Determination of Epicenters, Monthly Listing, June,
1970), near the southern end of the Queen Charlotte Islands fault.

The increasing S-P times observed at the northern stations and the
high seismicity west of the British Columbia coastline suggest that

the majority of the distant earthquakes observed in this survey are
attributable to activity along the Queen Charlotte Islands fault.
Events observed at Stations 5, 7, and 9 with S-P times of 12-13
seconds (

100 km) may originate offshore in the Queen Charlotte

Islands fault zone west of the recording stations. An alternate origin

is in eastern southeastern Alaska, an area from which Mime, Smith,
and Rogers (1970) observed events.

Five of the nine stations observed microearthquakes with S-P

times less than 5 seconds; four of these stations are on the mainland
coast of British Columbia. Boucher and Fitch (1969) indicated that

it is rare for the number of events recorded on a given day to vary
more than a factor of 2 from the mean in a reasonably active area
which suggests that the above observations are indicative of the

seismicity of the area.
If the area in the vicinity of the mainland coast is reasonably

active, as the occurrence of microearthquakes recorded at widely

spaced stations suggests, then a microearthquake rate for the region

is of the order of several events per day. Station 5 is anomalous
in this respect since five microearthquakes occurred in 17 hours;
however three of the microearthquakes occurred during a ten-minute
period. This location is the only one which recorded events with

zero S-P times. Stresses caused by the interaction of several linear,
possibly fault-controlled, geographical features in the vicinity of the
station may be responsible for the observed microearthquakes.
The level of seismicity in the Inside Passage may be due to
secondary effects of the seismically active but distant Queen Charlotte

Islands fault or alternatively, may be due to background seismicity

associated with long-term adjustments to tectonic processes such as
intrusion or localized isostatic adjustment at the heads of fjords due
to ice removal (e.g. Couch, 1969). This study shows, however,
that microearthquakes do occur at a low rate in the relatively
aseismic region of the Inside Passage.

T1

'K.'

MICROEARTHQUAKE MEASUREMENTS AT TWO
TEMPORARY ARRAYS IN
SOUTHEASTERN ALASKA

Introduction

Time remaining at the end of the seismic refraction experiment
permitted OSU personnel to record microearthquakes at two tempo-

rary arrays located at Bartlett Cove and Sitkoh Bay in northern
southeastern Alaska during four days in July and August, 1970.

Arrival time differences across the array and the geometry of the
array permitted the determination of six microearthquake epicenters.
Movement along the Chatham Strait fault is the subject of con-

siderable controversy. St. Amand (1957) proposed that this line of
faulting is a continuation of the Denali fault system of south-central
Alaska and suggested approximately 240 km of right-lateral movement may have occurred on the Denali fault. On the basis of apparent
displacement of major geologic features, Lathram (1964) concluded
that 195 km of right-lateral movement had taken place. Brew, Loney,
and Muffler (1966) presented a paleogeographic analysis which sug-

gests 85 km right-lateral separation of pre-Tertiary strata along
Chatham Strait. Loney, Brew, and Lanphere (1967) report the

possibility of several kilometers of vertical movement on the Chatham
Strait fault from radiometric ages of uplifted plutons.

Gemperle and

Couch

(1970)

conclude that a component of normal faulting is present

from reflection profiles in Chatham Strait.
The available seismic evidence does not suggest contemporary
movement along the fault or along faults which join it from Chichagof
and Baranof Islands. Gutenberg and Richter (1954) listed no earth-

quake epicenters along these faults. Tobin and Sykes

(1968)

relocate

one epicenter near the convergence of the Fairweather fault, Peril

Strait fault and Chichagof-Sitka-Patterson Bay fault, but the epicentral uncerLainty does not allow assignment to a particular fault.
Sykes (Tobin and Sykes, 1968) operated a high-gain seismograph

in the vicinity of Sitka and reported microearthquakes offshore but
none apparently related to the Chic hagof-Sitka fault.
Tobin and Sykes

(1968)

suggested that the Denali fault is, or

at one time was, a transform fault connecting the known spreading

centers in the northeastern Pacific to the eastern end of the Aleutian
Island trench. During the past 60 years, however, epicenters associated with this fault lie in the region west of 144°W (Gutenberg and

Richter,

1954;

Tobin and Sykes,

1966).

The most active major fault

in southeastern Alaska at the present time is the Fairweather fault
(Tobin and Sykes,

1968).

Hamilton and Meyers

(1966)

identify a

possible northern extension of this fault which intersects the Denali

fault near 63° N., 143° W. The line of epicenters of major earthquakes, which extends northward along the trace of the Fairweather

fault from Cross Sound (Tobin and Sykes, 1965),suggests that the

Fairweather fault takes up the greatest part of the motion along the
Queen Charlotte Is lands fault and that very little, if any motion,

occurs on the Denali fault east of 143° W. or on its extension into
Chatham Strait.

Boucher and Fitch (1969), however, show that the Denali fault

is active micros eismically (2-10 microearthquakes per day) along
its entire length from Mt. McKinley National Park in southern Alaska
to the head of Lynn Canal in southeastern Alaska. They interpret the

difference between the high seismicity determined from microearthquakes and the low seismicity determined from large earthquakes

in terms of either aftershock activity from a large earthquake in the
unrecorded past or to background seismic ity associated with a creep
phenomenon. In order to determine if this type of movement continues

southward along the Chatham Strait fault (the extension of the Denali

fault), OSU personnel placed arrays at two locations west of Chatham

Strait.
Field Methods

Two arrays recorded during a week at the end of July and
beginning of August, 1970.

Figure 24 shows the location of the

stations, one established on the eastern side of Sitkoh Bay, just
west of Chatham Srait, and the other located in southern Glacier
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Bay at Bartlett Cove. The tripartite arrays were approximately one

kilometer in dimension, and incorporated four seismometers, three
vertical and one horizontal. Figure 24 shows the location and geome-

try of the arrays. The OSU seismic recording system described
above recorded the seismic signals from all four geophones together
with time signals on magnetic tape. Simultaneously, a single-channel

recorder monitored one geophone. WWV standard time broadcasts

provided hourly time checks of the crystal-controlled clock. The

arrays were surveyed using a steel tape, a staff compass, and an
Abney level. Seismometer separation and azimuthal angles between

array legs from the survey data were calculated with a computer
program written in FORTRAN IV for use on a CDC 3300 computer
(Appendix 1).

Data Analysis

This section describes the analysis of microearthquake arrivals
observed during 27 hours of recording at Sitkoh Bay and during 54

hours of recording at Glacier Bay. The first step in the analysis
was to play back the magnetic tapes in the laboratory and record the

arrivals on a four-channel hot-wire visual recorder operated at a
paper speed of 50 mm/sec. Measurements were made from these

records of arrival time differences at the three vertical seismometers

and the 5-p time from the trace of the horizontal seismometer.
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An assumed crustal velocity model permitted the calculation of
the azimuth from the array to the epicenter and, in addition, the
apparent velocity of the wave assuming that the wave arrives as a
plane wave front. It was difficult to correlate the first motion with

sufficient accuracy across the traces, due to minor differences in
wave character from one trace to the next. A method of visual
correlation determined the time differences by comparing the first
few cycles of each trace. The resolution of time differences attainable is limited by the low frequency of the waves recorded and the

method used to determine time differences. An estimation of the
uncertainty in reading time differences is ±4 milliseconds which

results in an estimated uncertainty in azimuth of 200 and in velocity
of 8%.

The geometry of the array, together with the arrival time
differences, permits the computation of the azimuth and apparent
velocity of the wave. The calculation of the epicentral distance and

focal depth is done using classical ray theory and a Poisson1s ratio
of 0. 25 in a crustal model where the velocity is known as a function
of depth. Stauder and Ryall (1967) derived a method of locating hypo-

centers using a small array. The program EPIARRAY, written in
FORTRAN IV for use on a CDC 3300 computer, uses this method.

Appendix 2 gives the theory and program listing for this method.

The crustal model used for the hypocenter determinations is
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the velocity structure determined from the Bird Lake refraction
line given in Table 3.

Two changes were made to this model in the

upper layer. Modification of the crustal section at the Sitkoh Bay

array includes an upper layer of velocity 5. 6 km/sec to correspond
to a 2. 7 km thick layer of similar velocity determined from the
refraction study by Hales and Asada (1966) north of Skagway. The

structural model for Bartlett Cove includes 50 meters of glacial till
at 1.75 km/sec to better approximate conditions under the array.
Table 7 gives the parameters for the two models.
Table 7. Crustal models used in the computation of hypoc enters.
P-wave
Layer
velocity,
thickness,
km

km/sec

2.70
6.60
6.50
10.20

5.60
5.90
6.30
6.96
7.87

Sitkoh Bay

Bartlett Cove
.05
2.70

6.60
6.50

l0.0
(Poissonts ratio assumed to be 0.25)

1.75

5.60
5.90
6.30
6.96
7. 87
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Interpr eta tion

Table 8 Iiss and Figure 24 shows the epicenter solutions of the

array data. The most striking observation is the low seismicity
in the region near each array. This suggests that the locations of

both arrays were in seismically quiet areas. No epicenters lie in
Chatham Strait, although the Sitkoh Bay array lies only 2 km from
it. Two epicenters appear in the St. Elias Mountains, east of Glacier

Bay, two are in northern Lynn Canal, one is 30 km north of Cross
Sound, and one is 30 km west of Dixon Entrance. Instrument magnifi-

cation was approximately 800, 000 except for an eight-hour period
at Bartlett Cove when it was approximately 200, 000 during a period

of large microseisms. Examination of short period microfilmed

r cords from the permanent Sitka, Alaska, seismic station, operated
by the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, for the time periods during
which the arrays were in operation shows no indication of the earthquakes listed in Table 8 nor of any others except for a magnitude

M7 teleseism from Colombia, South America (which was also
recorded by the Sitkoh Bay array). There appears to be no instru-

mental reason, except for low gain, for the lack of recorded arrivals
on the Sitka records.

The lack of epicenters in Chatham Strait suggests that seismic
activity along the Chatham Strait fault is very low. The low observed

seismicity agrees with the observations of Tobin and Sykes (1968)

who noted that there were no epicenters located in Chatham Strait

during the past 60 years. The high microearthquake activity noted by
Boucher and Fitch (1969) along the Denali fault does not appear to be

present in Chatham Strait near Sitkoh Bay.
Table 8. Epicenter solutions obtained from array data.
S-P
P-wave
Date
P-wave
Number
apparent
time
arrival
ye!,
sec
time,

Dist,

Azi,

km

deg

Depth
km

km/sec

GMT
1

7-31-70

02:11:16.0

16.9

9.0

145

345

92

2

7-31-70

02:12:06.5

16.8

6.9

151

349

15

3

7-31-70

10:46:06.0

40.1

7.7

414

168

25

4

8-03-70

03:02:31.0

7.3

6.9

60

59

15

S

8-03-70

03:37:23.1

8.4

7.3

72

271

25

6

8-03-70

05:29:41.5

9.2

9.6

70

36

58

The epicenter west of Dixon Entrance falls among a cluster of
epicenters associated with the Queen Charlotte Islands fault (see
Figure 2). The location of this earthquake is more uncertain than

the others because of its large epicentral distance.
Only one epicenter lies in the vicinity of the Fairweather fault
near the epicenter of the magnitude M=7. 9 earthquake of July 10,
1958.

The low value of seismicity indicates that the aftershock

activity from the 1958 earthquake has dropped below the level that

could be recorded at the two arrays. The data of Utsu (1962) indicates
that the aftershock activity immediately following the earthquake of
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1958 was relatively low compared to its large magnitude. Ward
and Bjornsson (1971) note an exponential decrease in observed

microearthquake activity away from arrays due to geometrical
spreading and attenuation. For microearthquakes in Iceland, they

observe that the average number of microearthquakes per day drops
from 20 at an epicentral distance of 3 km to 2 microearthquakes per
day at 15 km. If this decrease with distance of observed microearth-

quakes is true in southeastern Alaska, then low microearthquake

rates should be observed for areas at large distances from the recording array. Since the Bartlett Cove array is nearly 60 km from the
Fairweather fault, and since UtsuTs (1962) data suggests the after-

shocks originate from a small epicentral area, the observed rate of
one microearthquake in 54 hours may be an accurate indication of
seismic ity of the fault. If the array were moved closer to the fault

zone, an exponential increase in the number of observed microearthquakes would be expected.

On the basis of the number of observed microearthquakes, the

northern Lynn Canal area is the site of moderate seismic activity.
These epicenters may be related to activity on the Denali fault noted
by Boucher and Fitch (1969) in the vicinity of Haines. The presence

of epicenters in Lynn Canal implies that the Denali fault may extend
beneath it. The lack of epicenters to the south indicates that the

fault in Chatham Strait may not be active. Motion along the extension

of the Denali fault may be responsible for the fault pattern mapped
on northern Admirality Island.
The hypocenter depths given in Table 8 include two deep
earthquakes
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and

9Z

km). Since most earthquakes in this region

occur at normal depths (33 km) the presence of deep earthquakes

requires an explanation. The explanation that they are due to obser-

vational errors from a misread time difference fails because the

records, when interpreted several times, gave the same results.
It is unlikely that a crustal inhomogeneity under the array is an

explanation since one deep earthquake was registered at each array.

The use of uncalibrated arrays (calibrated, for example, by an
explosion) is a possible but unlikely explanation since hypocenters

from nearly opposite directions lie at normal depths. It is concluded
that the depths are accurate and that they indicate seismic activity

at greater than normal depth. This is not the first report of a
hypocenter greater than normal in this region since a shock occurred

at 58.8° N, 135.9°Watadepthof 109 kmon January 17,

1961 (U. S.

Coast and Geodetic Survey, United States Earthquakes, 1961). The
1961

earthquake epicenter location lies slightly to the northwest of

the deep microearthquakes (1 and 6) observed at the arrays. Earthquakes with foci deeper than normal occur in the vicinity of 61.50 N
and 1410 W and may be related to the intersection of the Fairweather

fault and the eastern extension of the Aleutian trench. The anomalous

deep hypocenters northeast of Glacier Bay do not seem to have a
similar explanation.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Interpreta Lion of two unreversed seismic refraction lines in

southeastern Alaska and western British Columbia indicates that the

earth's crust thickens from 26 km on the continental margin north
of Dixon Entrance to 30 km on the mainland coast south of Dixon

Entrance. The crust on the margin north of Dixon Entrance consists

of a layer 9 km thick with a velocity of 5.90 km/sec. a layer 7 km
thick with a velocity of 6. 30 km/sec, and a layer 10 km thick with
a velocity of 6. 96 km/sec overlying the M discontinuity with a velocity

of 7.86 km/sec. The crust on the mainland coast south of Dixon
Entrance consists of a layer 13 km thick with a velocity of 6.03 km/

sec, a layer 5 km thick with a velocity of 6.41 km/sec, and a layer
12 km thick with a velocity of 6.70 km/sec overlying the M discontinuity with a velocity of 8. 11 km/sec. The measurements agree

with previous estimates of crustal thickness by Couch (1969) from

gravity measurements. From amplitude measurements, a computed
value of Q = 260 indicates greater than average attenuation in the
uppermost mantle of the continental margin.

Gravity models, constrained by the seismic measurements,
suggest that the crust has uniform thickness between the continental
shelf and the Coast Mountains. A map compiled from Bouguer gravity

measurements of others indicates a region of near-zero anomalies
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(associated with uniform crustal thickness) which extends along the
continental margin of British Columbia and southeastern Alaska as
far north as 58° N. The relatively thin crust and step-like transition

inferred from this study is apparently characteristic of the continental margin of western North America (Couch,

1969).

A seismic profiler record in Dixon Entrance shows folded
sediments in the upper layers and basement highs, some of which
are bounded by faults dipping at an angle of approximately

70°

These features are evidence that the region has experienced both corn-

pressional and tensional stresses normal to the coast. The tensional
features may be due to the northwest-southeast tension in the Pacific
plate west of British Columbia proposed by Dehlinger etal.

(1971).

The compressional features may be a result of underthrusting of the
North American plate by the Pacific plate during the Mesozoic (Couch,
1969)

or to local intrusions and uplift.
Gravity models indicate the presence of sedimentary rock

nearly three kilometers thick in troughs east of Learrnonth Bank
and west of Celestial Reef. These troughs lie northwest-southeast,

parallel to the coast, and are aligned with structural lows present
in southeastern Alaska. Linear gravity anomalies, coincident with
structural highs and lows from mapped geology, extend southeastward

from southeastern Alaska but decrease in magnitude and disappear
midway across Dixon Entrance. Thick layers of basalt present on
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Graham Is land may extend northward and obscure these features.

A steep gravity gradient correlates with observed faulting on

the eastern margin of Learmonth Bank. On the basis of gravity
anomalies which extend in a southerly direction, the fault may be
an extension of the Sandspit fault on Graham Island.

A magnetic model indicates that structural highs present at
Learmonth Bank and on both sides of the extension of Clarence Strait

are responsible for large observed magnetic anomalies. The distinguishing magnetic feature of the basement highs is their large
susceptibility suggestive of basic intrusives or highly metamorphosed
rock. The observed magnetic anomalies may be near-surface expres -

sions of deep crustal structure associated with the transition zone
between oceanic crust and continental crust.

A microearthquake survey indicates a microearthquake seismicity of several events per day along the mainland coast of British
Columbia. The activity may be due to secondary effects of seismic

activity on the Queen Charlotte Islands fault zone or to local uplift

from isostatic adjustment to ice removal. Observed microearthquakes which originate at large distances from the Inside Passage
probably occur in the Queen Charlotte Islands fracture zone.

Two temporary arrays recorded microearthquakes in northern

southeastern Alaska. A crustal structure based on the seismic
refraction measurements permitted location of the epicenters. No
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epicenters lie in Chatham Strait along the Chatham Strait fault even
though one array recorded only 2 km from it, Epicenters lie in the

southern St. Elias mountains (at greater than normal depths) and on

the Fairweather fault, as might be expected from historic earthquakes.
Other epicenters lie in northern Lynn Canal along the possible extension of the Dehali fault. Since no epicenters lie in southern Lynn

Canal on Chatham Strait, movement along the Denali fault may be

taken up elsewhere in northern southeastern Alaska, perhaps on
northern Admirality Island,
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APPENDIX 1
REDUCTION OF SURVEY DATA TO OBTAIN
ARRAY DIMENSIONS

The computer program, SURVEY, computes distances and

elevations in meters and azimuths in degrees between two or more
points or geophones in an array from survey data obtained with a

compass, a measuring tape, and a level. The program computes
N-S, E- W, and vertical components of each line segment making

up a traverse between a reference location and a geophone given

the length, the orientation, and the angle with the vertical of each

segment. The computer sums and stores the components of the line
segments necessary to reach a surveyed point from a common reference point. Once all the surveyed points are inserted, the program

computes distances and azimuth from each point to the other points.
Written in FORTRAN IV, the program ran on a CDC 3300 computer.

The program parameters are:
Input cards
1)

General control
Number of surveyed points or geophone
locations
IDEG, IMIN Declination, in degrees and minutes,
of the magnetic field. This is zero if
the declination was set into the compass
before making the reading
N
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TITLE

Survey identification

FORMAT(Il, X, 12, X, I?, X, 6A8)
2)

Reference point information
Latitude, longitude, elevation, and other
REF
information about the reference point.
The contents of this card appears in
entirety on the printout

FORMAT( 9A8)
3)

First card of each leg of the survey
GN
CH

Geophone number

Number of the channel which is recording
the geophone output

FORMAT(13, X, 12)
4)

Line segments from survey
Length of the line segment in feet
DI
North (N) or south (S) compass direction
Al
Orientation of line segment in degrees
DEG, MIN
and minutes
East (E) or west (W) compass direction
AZ
Level reading in per cent rise
ABN

FORMAT( F6. 1, X, Al, 12, X, 12, Al, X, F5.

fl

Follow card 4 with one end-of-file (EOF) card at the end of each
leg of the array and repeat from card 3 until all legs are surveyed. Follow the final leg with two EOF cards and repeat
from card 1 for different arrays. Follow the final leg of the
last array with three EOF cards.
Output (High speed line printer)
1)

Survey identification
Survey identification
TITLE
Number of survey points or geophones
N

FORMAT(lHl, Z4HSURVEY DATA ON ARRAY AT 6A8, 21
HNUMBER OF GEOPHONES= Ii)
2)

Declination information
Declination correction applied to data
IDEG, IMIN

output
FORMAT(1H ,51 HAZIMUTH ANGLES CORRECTED FOR
MAGNETIC DEC LINATION=

12, X, 12, 1HE)
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3)

Reference information
Information about reference position
REF

FORMAT(1H
4)

,

Z4HREFERENCE POSITION DATA=,9A8///)

Input and computed information
Distance of each line segment in feet
D
DIM
Distance of each line segment in meters
Al
DEG, MIN
AZ

ABN

ALAT
ADEP

ELE

N or S, compass direction
Orientation of line segment
E or W, compass direction
Level reading
North component in meters
East component in meters
Elevation change in meters

FORMAT(1H F6. 1, X, F6. 2, 2X, Al, 12, X,I2, Al, 2X, F5. 1, 3X,
F8. 2, 4X, F6. 2)
,

5)

Summary of a surveyed position

Geophone number
Channel number
FORMAT (1 HO, 16H GEOPHONENUMBER,13,2X,15HCHANNEL
NUMBER ,12)
Sl
Sum of north components
S2
Sum of east components
GN
CH

Distance to reference position

DIST

FORMAT(1H

26HTOTAL OF NORTH COMPONENTS=, F8. 2,
7HMETERS/1 H , 26HTOTAL OF EAST COMPONENTS=,
,

F8. 2, 7HMeters /1H, 26HDISTANCE TO REFERENCE,
F8. 2, 7H METERS)
THETA
THETB
SEL

Azimuth from reference position
Azimuth to reference position
Elevacion with respect to reference
position

FORMAT(1H,26HAZLMUTH TO REFERENCE= , F8. 2, 8H
DEGREES/1H , Z6HAZIMUTH TO REFERENCE
F8. 2, 8H DEGREES/ lH ?6H ELEVATION WRT

REFERENCE=, F8. 2, 7H METERS///)
6)

Summary of a surveyed array
Geophone number
Geophone number
Azimuth from geophone I to geop hone 3

I
3

TH1
DIS
TH2
FORMAT( 1H

Distance between geophones I and J
Azimuth from geophone 3 to geophone I
,

3X, 12, X, 12, X, F6. 2, 2X, F7. 2, 4X, F6. 2)

The program listing is:
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'?oAM SHRV'Y
OF
T
OPONS, IDEG,TMIN IS DCLtNATTC' O
Trfl (mn IF TN'LU0EO TN OPTO SURVEY) TITLE IS ARRAY roENTrrAT.

C CAPfl

1=

f

C C°

FENC POINT 5FF COMMENT AFTEP CAP1
SrI'VrY, SO GIVE GOP NO. AND PFCOPOING CHNNL ro.

I 'IFO ON S'JVEY

'=

C C

5T

)

PD

A1,flrS,MTN,.AIm
ThP'JY INfl. flI=EA5URFfl LENOTHIN FET.
ANZABNFY PAnINr, IN 2ISE/lUfl FEET (P'P rFIT)
PF' CAPO
jNTtL RFAO- DESTPED GEOPHONE
C rr I.1RVFY OF A 'rfl4flNr. FOLLOW CARDS 5 4 WITH ONE EOF CARD ( 7-7)

C

O'4(.'O DIDECTIPN.
.

C AND EPT

7

Pfl

'IPVY OF T'-IS

ENO

O2n

NTTPF ARY. FOLLOW CARPS 4 WITH TWC

CAROS

C r'fl ThPVFY OF ALL AAYS. FOLLOW CAPO(S) 4 WITH T'1EF E.CF CARrS

LGOF

r

AND

)IM'5Ifli TTTLE() ,LDC(f_) ,ALA(4,5fl) ,ADE(4,O) ,SLA(L+) ,SiJE(4),DF(9)

TGD

A1,A?,i,'H,DEG

'CAL LOF
=7.i Ll5cc35

AO t01,N,1000,1"IN,TITLE

ill

i1 OAT (T1,X,TP,X,t?,X,6A)
CALL
XTT
TflEG+TMTN/5.
I4ITF (61,00) TTTLE,N
00
(IHI,2L+HO!JPVFy DATA ON ARRAY AT ,6A8,2tHNUM9F
Im ,I1)
.,rTr (cj,lfl4) IOEG,IMIH
1rCL

OPAT (i" ,5lUA7TMUT
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OF

ANGLS CORREDTFO FOR MAGNFTIC OrCLTNATION

I.?,', I?, 1H)

1.

C PEF SHOULD .DOrTIN LAT, LONG, ELEVATION AND OTWEP

INFO ADOUT

F PT

.0AD iflS, RE
1[1

OPAT (QA)

j1C

RITP (51,l6)
(1H ,?4'-REFFENCE P'TTION DATA, OAS///)
,CN,C1
(T3,X,I?)

117 READ

ODAT

l3
C

SAYS OUTPUT OF STATION DATA

flF

i

(EOF(60)) GO Tfl 200
=Otl

LzFLA (I)

SDE (I) =1.0

RITE (61,110)
110
PAT (1H ,61-"-1OIZ BEST TN
1'
TOE IN)

ANGLE

ARNEY

NOPTH COAP

FST CON

4RTTE (l,11?)

112 flPMAT (IH ,HrT METERS

TR/)

iS

PADINr, PFRDFNT

AO 116,OI,A1,OFG, MIN,A?,ABN
116 FDPMAT(c6.j,X ,At,12,X,1,Al,Y,FE.1)
C ECF
FRE SAYS END C TAVERS MAKES SUMS
TO 150
liE

JJ4-1

Nf=OG+

I/61J.

T-FT=ATANF(APN4.01)
1=flTCOFF(THET)

DTP0 1046006
A1JFPDIMSINF (ANGR)
ALAT=flTMCOSF (ANSR)
I0(A2.'fl. IHW) AflP-AflP

IN MFT0RS

TN

ETP

(A1.fl.1HS) ALAT=ALAT

t
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Ii

L=L+EL
S LA CT) =cL AC I) #AL a

5r)r(T)=r)r(T) *AOP
LA(T,J)=SLA(T)
(I ,J)

cr)r( I)

LrL4fl.]4P0fl
TTt(6i,12fl) O,OTM,A1,OEG, lIH,A2,Afl',ALAT,A0ED,rLF
ATCi

fl

,F6.1,x,F6.2,2X,A1 ,I2,X,T?,At,?X,F5.1,3X,F8.2,3,.?,

2)

ifi

;n Tfl
,goITr (61, 150)

N,r-4

PAT (1H0,10rflPL4OJE NUMPE

160

,I3,2X,15HCHANIWL NU

.2ITF (51, 165) S1,S2, DrST

15

,T')

L A C I)

5 1

flPAT (1H ,'SPTOTAL OF NOPT4 CQM°ONETS,F.',7H
tt- ,?-4TOTAL

c

tI.1 ,2'4flISTAN
(OT$1.Efl.IJ.)
t

frr

TS/

EAST
COrlPONENTS=,Fi.2,7H METERS!
TO
EFEENC=,F.2,7'-4 MTRS)
(fl TO 166

AcIIF(5r)(I)/DIST)

16k.

fl

Tfl 167

r-1rTA0THcTA
Y' TO 168
167 T
1 %P

(TETA.LT.1.) THETA=2.D+TlETA
;rTA=T-TARAP

tF(THETA.LT.0.)T'-CFTArTHUTA+6fl.

T(T-TA.G5.3 50.) TlETAzzTHETA-350.

TTT'-4ETA#1 9.

tF (T-ET .GE. tfl.) T1ETB=THT AISO.
r)

Tfl

1E

166 TIFTA=.
I ET=0.
4ITt61 ,170) THETA,THET' ,SEL
1RMAT(1-J ,2SHAZIMUTH FPOM REFEPENCE
,F8.2,8H DFGRF.S/1H ,26HA7
ItIUTH TO
ErQENEr
=,F'.2,8' DFSPEES/1H ,?SHELEVATION 49T REF
lIJIOE =,F.2,7H ETERS///)
T0 T2 107
2A0 4.TT (Si, ?05)
')PMAT (1H
20
-UM1ARY AZI TO nlrcl IJ M AZI FROM)
ii 250 1=7,10
10 250 J=7,10
r
Cr .O.J GO 10 250
15
170

,

)LLA=cLA(I)sLA(J)
1TLfl=SOE (1) SflF (J)

1TSSOT

LtAOLLA+BELEflFLOE)

1-1= ASTNFUOELOF)/OIS)
t(SLA(J).GT.SLA(I)) GO TO ?lfl
T$1=c_TH1
;Q T) ?11
710 IF(TH1.LT.fl.) TH1='.P+TH1

211 tH1=TH1RA0
T-1=TH1+OECt
IF(T41.LT.U.)TH1=T-11#360.
t
(T-t.GE.360.) TH1=TH1-360.

T?=THt+180.

IF(TH1.GE.13O. )T2THi.-1.'30.
74'

flRMAI (IH ,3X, I',X, 12,X,F6.?,2x,F7.2,L

250 OONTINUE
SO TO lAD
E NO

,6. 2)
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APPENDIX 2
HYPOCENTER LOCATION FROM SEISMIC ARRAY DATA

Array geometry and arrival time differences permit the computation of the direction of propagation of a plane wave front observed

at an array. Stauder and Ryall (1967) derive for the direction of
propagation, 0, of a ray and the apparent velocity, V, of the wave
in Figure 25
/(D13At12\cos Az13 - cos Az12
o

= tan

(kD 12

-1

13 )

D13At1

sin Az12

sin Az 13

D13

D12
Aj

2

(D12At13)

cos(B-Az12)
12

At

cos(O-Az13)
12

Figure 25. Diagram illustrating equation parameters for the direction of approach of a ray and the

geometry of a tripartite array.

1 20

They also obtain equations describing a least squares technique

if four, instead of three, geophones form the array. The two greater
time differences from each of the four triangles determine values of

B and V which best fit all the arrival times. If the subscript i refers
to quantities of one leg of a triangle and t. is the corresponding

arrival time difference of the wave front, then they write the error
equation from the expression for V above as:
at.i

1

D.

V

(cos OcosAz + sin 0 sinAz.) = E.

1

1

i

1

Making the definitions

tan' (X/Y)

o

=

(X2+Y)

1/2

then the error equation is
at.
D.

- X cos Az. - Ysin Az.

E.

Solving for values of X and Y which make E.2 a minimum, they obtain:
at
X + Vsin

cos2 Az.
/1

Az. cosAz.
1

1

Y=

1

i

sin

cosAz.

1

i

cos Az.

D.

.

Az. X +

i

sin2Az.

Y=

-sinAz

The values of 9 and V permit the calculation of the hypoc enter

1
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using the quantities defined in Figure 26, the difference between

times of arrival of P- and S- waves (S-P) and the equations
= v.,'V

sin
1

1

z./cos

d.

1

1

d

=

4.
1

!(S-P)

.732

dIV. Vn/732

n-i

z tan

Z

+d

sin

+ dn cos

Figure 26. Straight line ray paths assumed and quantities used to calculate
hypocenters.
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The computer program, EPIARRAY, solves the equations
given above and computes hypocenters given the array geometry,

arrival times at three or four geophones, S-P time, and a crustal
structure. Written in FORTRAN IV, the program ran on a CDC
3300 computer. The program parameters are:

Input cards
1)

General control
NC

Number of geophones

L

Number of crustal layers
Array indentification

TITLE
FORMAT( 211, 8A8)
2)

Layer velocities
V(I)

Layer velocities

FORMAT(9F8. 2)
3)

Layer thicknesses
Layer thicknesses
TH(I)

FORMAT(9F8. 2)
4)

Array geometry
I

J
ANG
DIS

Azimuth and distance from this
geophone number
Azimuth and distance to this geophone
number
Azimuth in degrees
Distance in kilometers

FORMAT(I2, X, 12, X, F6. 2, X, F6. 2)
5)

Arrival time data
Day, month, and year
DATE
Hour, minute and second of first arrival
TIME
Time of arrival at Ith geophone in seconds
T(I)
later than TIME
A(I)

Sense of motion at Ith geophone; if no

SMP

arrival, leave blank
Difference, in seconds, of time of
arrival of P- and S-waves

FORMAT(16, X, 16, F6. 4, Al, F6. 4, Al, F6. 4, Al, F6. 4, Al, F7. 3)
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Output (High speed line printer)
Identification
TITLE
FORMAT(1H, 8A8,
1)

2)

Layer number
Layer velocity
Layer thickness
,

2X, II, 3X, F6. 2, 4X, F6. 2)

Array geometry
Azimuth and distance from this geophone
number
Azimuth and distance to this geophone
number
Azimuth in degrees
Distance in kilometers

I

J
ANG
DIS

FORMAT( 1H
4)

II)

Crustal model

I
V(I)
TH(I)
FORMAT( 1H
3)

Identification of array

,

3X, 12, X, 12, 3X, F7. 2, 4X, F7. 5)

Individual array solutions
KL, KM, KN Geophone numbers used in triade solution
THETD
Azimuth to epicenter
KL, KM
Geophones on one leg of triade
VB1
Apparent velocity between geophones
KL and KM
KL, KN
VB2

Geophones on second leg of triade
Apparent velocity between geophones
KL and KN

FORMAT(1H , 'FORTRIADE=t,312,'AZIMUTHTOEPICENTER=',

F8. 3, 'APP VEL ', 212, 2X, F7. 3, ZX, 1APP VEL ', 212,
ZX, F7. 3)
5)

Least squares solution
DATE
Day, month, and year
TIME
Hour, minute, and second of first arrival
T(I)
Time of arrival at Ith geophone in seconds
later than TIME
A(I)
Sense of motion at Ith geophone
SMP
S-P time
VB

SDV

THETLS

Apparent velocity
Standard deviation of the velocity
Azimuth to the epicenter
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SDT

AN(J)
SR
SX

SY
SZ

Standard deviation of the azimuth
Incident angle of the ray at the Jth layer
Epicentral distance in kilometers
Eastward component of SR
Northward component of SR
Depth of the earthquake

, 16, X, 16, F6. 3, Al, F6. 3, Al, F6. 3, Al, F6. 3, Al,
F?. 3, F6. 2, F6. 2, F7. 2, F6. 1, 6F5. 1, F7. 2, /1/)

FORMAT( 1H

The program listing is:
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C

C

C
C

C
C

C

C

C
C
C

C

ROGRAM EPIARRAY
OIMENSION T(10),A(10),NC1O),TT(l.),AAR),NN(L.),DT(4),JI(.),JJ(k),
1
TtTLE(8),V(9),TH(9),AN(6),LE(.),SNP(l.),AZ(lO,iO),O(10,1O)
INTEGER DATE, TIME,A,AA
PPORAM COMPUTES EPICENTER FROM ARRIVAL TIME DIFFERENCES AT 3- OR CECTOR ARRAY USING GIVEN EARTH MODEL AND SIMPLE RAY THEORY
CAR] 1
NG IS NUMBER OF GEOPHONES, L IS NUMBER OF CRUSTAL LAYERS
TITLE IS FOR IDENTIFICATION CARD 2 GIVES L LAYER VELOCITIES
CAR] 3 GIVES L-1 LAYER THICKNESSES
NEXT 12 CARDS GIVE ARRAYINFO
ANG AND DIS ARE AZIMUTHAL ANGLE IN DEGREES AND DISTANCE FROM GEOPHONE
I TO GEOPHONE J
NEXT CARD(S) GIVE ARRIVAL INFO= DATE IS
DAYrIONTHYEAR, TIME IS HOURMINUTESECONO,T(I) AND A(I) ARE ARRIVAL TIME
AND SENSE OF FIRST MOTION AT GEOPHONE I. IF NO ARRIVAL ON A GEOPHONE
LEAVE A(I) BLANK, SPIF IS S MINUS P TIME.END ARRIVAL TIME DATA WITH
ONE EOF CARD AND REPEAT FROM CARD 1 FOR DIFFERENT ARRAYS IF DESIRED
END LAST ARRAY DATA WITH TWO EOF CARDS
14159265

RADP/180.
3

1
2

12

13

R180 ./P
EAD(60,1) NG,1,TITLE
IF(EOF(60))CALL EXIT
FORMAT(2I1,8A8)
READ(60,2) (V(I),I=1,L)
FORMAT(9F8.2)
I 1L-1
READ (60,2) (TH(I),I:1,L1)
WRITE (61,12) TITLE
FORMAT (1H ,8A8,//)
WRITE .61,13)
FORMAT (IH ,IAYER VELOCITY THICKNESS*)
WRITE (61, IL4)

(I, V( I) ,TH (I), 11 ,Li)

14 FORMAT (IH ,2X,I1,3X,F6.2,4X,F6.2)
WRITE (61,IE) L,V(L)
15 FORMAT (IH ,2X,I1,3X,F6.2,//)
WRITE (61, 16)

16 FORMAT (iN ,1&RRAY INFO

AZI TO

DIST IN KMi)

00 7 K1,12
READ (60,5) I,J,AWG,OIS
FORMAT (I2,X,12,X,F6.2,X,F6.2)
WRITE (61,17) I,J,ANG,OIS
17

ORPIAT (IN ,3X,12,X,12,3X,F7.2,L.X,F7.5)
A 7(1,1) =ANGRAO

7 0(I,J)DIS
WRITE (61,1)
18 FORMAT (IN-)
777 READ(60,8) DATE,TIME,T(?) ,A(7) ,T(8) ,A(8) ,T(9) ,A(9) ,T(IO) ,A(lO)

I SHP
8 FORMAl (16,X,16,F6.4,Aj,F6.l+,Aj,F6.k,Aj,F6.k,A1,F7.3)
IF(EOF(60)) GO TO 3

THETLS-0.0AN(5)O.aAN(5)=9.fl
10 9 I7,10
9 N(I)I
C REL0ATES DATA TO BE USED IN SEQUENCING
00 10 I1,4
TT(I)=T (1+6)

AA(I) A(I+6)
10 NN(I)=N(I+6)

1Z6

ARRANGES TTMES,CHANNEL NUMBER ANOFIRSI MOTION IN DECREASING ORDER

10 20 Il,3
<=1+1

10 20 JK,.
IF (TI (I)

GE IT (J)

AND. AA (I) * NE. IH

)

GO TO 20

III (I)
TI (I) =11(J)
IT (J) =TE
E=NN (I)

N(t) NN(J)
N(J) NE
JEAA (I)
AA (I) =AA (J)

AA(J) JE
20 CONTINUE
L 0=0

21 LOLO+1
IF(LO.NE.1) GO TO 110
0 TO 130
110 IF(LO.NE.2) GO TO 115

IA=1iIB2iIC1IOLiIE2
0 TO 130
115 IF(LO.NE.3) GO TO 120

IA=iIP=3flC2IO=L.IE=1
GO TO 130
120

130 'lU0
4A=NN (IA)
'lB=NN (IB)

4ONN (ID)

COMDUTE AND SORT TIME DIFFERENCES AND PUT LARGEST FIRST

10 50 IIA,IB,IC

10 50 J=I8,IO,IE
IF(I.EQ.J) GO 10 50
lINN (I)
lJ=NN (J)
N Ii = N U I

DT(NU)T(NI)-T(NJ)
J I ( NU) =NN (I)

JJ(NU) NN (J)

50 CONTINUE
00 70 1=1,?
11=1+1
00 70 JrII,3
IF(DT(I).GE.DF(J)) GO TO 70
TEH=DT (I)

11(I) 0T(J)
11(J) =TEM

JEJI (I)
ii (I) =Jt(J)

JI(J) =JE
JM=JJ (I)

JJ(I) =JJ(J)
JJ (J) JM

70 CONTINUE
IF(JI(1).EQ.JI(2)) GO TO 135
IF (JJ(1).EQ.JJ(2)) GO TO 1'D
IF (JJ(1).EQ.JI(2)) GO TO IL+5
<L=JI (t)flKM=JI(2) KN=JJ(1)
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13

SO TO 200
KL=JT (1) KM=JJ(2) KN=JJ( 1)

GO TO 200

140 <JJ(1)KM=JI(2)KN=JI(1)
GO TO 200

145 <LJJ(1)KMJJ(2)KNJI(1)
COMPUTE ARRIVAL DIRECTION AND APPARENT
200 )12=O(KL,KM)
113=O(KL,KN)
T12=AF3SF(T(KL)-T(KM))

VELOCITY FOR EACM TRIADE

T13=AF3SF(T(KL)-T(KN) )

AT=O13'T12/D12IT13
IF(T(KL).LT.T(KM)) GO TO 142
A7l2AZ (KM, KL)
142

143
144

148

GO TO 143
Zi2=AZ(KL,KM)
TF(T(KL).LT.T(KN)) GO TO 144
A7i3=AZ(KN,KL)
GO TO 148
AZ13=AZ(KL,KI1)
0F12=COSF(AZI2)
CFi3COSF (A713)
SFI2=SIWF (4Z12)
SFI3=SINF (A 713)

1=RATCF13-CF12

9=SF12-AT'Fi3
TI-iET=ATANF (H/B)

rF(Az(No,NB)-Az(NB, NA)) 150,150,155

150 AZL=AZ(NB,NA)R
A7S=Z(NO,NB) R
GO TO 160
155

ZL=AZ(ND,N3)R

ZS=AZ(NB,NA) R
160 IF((AZL-AZS).GT.180.) GO TO 170
IF(AZL.GT.90.) GO TO 162

1AZL+2?0.
GO TO 164
162
t=AzL-qo.
164 IF(AZS.GT.270.) GO TO 166
A2=AZS+90.
GO TO 180

166 A2AZS-270.
GO TO 180
170 IF(AZL.GT.27@.) GO TO 172
2=A7L+90.
GO TO 174
172 42=AZL-270.
174 IF(AZS.GT.90.) GO TO 176

tjA7S+270.
GO TO 180

176 A1AZS-q0.
180 THETOTHETWR
IF((A2-A1).LT.0.) GO TO 190
tF(THETD.GT.Q.) GO TO 186
00 185 K=1,4
THETU=THETD+90.
IF(THETD.LT.A2.AND.THETO.GT.A1.OR.THETO.GT.360.) GO TO 199
185 CONTINUE
186 10 187 K=1,4
IF (THETD.LT A2.ANO. THETO .GT. Al. OR.THETD. GT. 360.
GO TO igq
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17

THETD=THETD+90.
190 IF(THETD.GT.0.) GO TO 195
JO 1q3 K=1,4
THETO =THETO+9 0.

TF(THETO.GT .A1.OR.THETD.LT.A2.OR.THETO.GT.360.) GO TO

199

193 CONTINUE
)O 197 K1,L+
19

IF(THETD.GT.A 1.OR. THETD.LT.A2.OR.THETO.GT.360.) GO TO 199
197
199

tHETOTHETfl90.
THETTHETO4RAD
TF(THETO.LT.180.) GO TO 230
THETO=THETO-ISO.
GO TO 240

230

THETOTHETD±10.

THET IS AZIMUTH FROM EPICENTER IN RADIANS
THETD IS AZIMUTH TO EPICENTER IN DEGREES
240 CONTINUE

VOiD12COSF(THET-AZ12) /112
V92fl13COSF( THET-AZI3) /T13
V91=ABSF ( VB1)
V R?=A BSF (VB2)
VO= (VBi+V82) / 2.

WRITE (61 ,201) KL,KM,KN,THETO,KL,KM,VB1,KL,KN,V82
,3I2,: AZIMUTH TO EPICENTER= ,F8.3,
1 VEL ,2I2,2X,F7.3,2X, APP VEL ,2I2,2X,F7.3)
THET=THETORAT)
SUM ELEMENTS FOR STO 0EV FOR THETA AND VB

21. FDRMAT(1H ,tFOR TRIADE:

ST = ST #1 HE TO

TS=TMETDTHETr)

STSSTS+TS
SV=SV+VB1
VS=VB14VBI
S VS=S VS + VS
SUM ELEMENTS FOR LEAST SQUARE

DETERMINATION OF THETA AND VELOCITY

SD1SO1+CF12'2+CF132
SO2=SO2+SF12CFi2+SF13CF13
S03=SD2

SD4=SO4+SF122+SF1332
SX1=SXi+T12CF12/O12+T13CF13/O13
S X2=SD2

SX3=SX3fT t2SF12/Oi2+T13'SF13/O13
S x

SO

SY1SD1
5Y2=SX1
5Y3=SB2
SY1=SX3

010
CC=LO-1
IF(AA(4).NE.1H
GO TO 205
IF(LO-2) 203,20L.,206
)

203 STO=i<LKL=KN(N=STO
L O=LO+1

Go TO 200
20'

STO=KLKL=KMKM=STO
LOLO+1
GO TO 200

205 IF(LO.LT.4) GO TO 21
206 SDT=SQRTF((CSTS-STST)/(CCC))

S DV=SURTF ( (CSVS-SVSV) / (CCC))
) El SD 1 SD 4-SO 2 SD 3

APP
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X= (SX14SX4-SX2Sx3) /DET
Y=(SY1SY'.-SyaSy3) /DET
V 8=1. /SQRTF (XX+YY)
THETA=ATANF (Y/X)
THETLS=THET AR
tF(THETO.GT.90. .ANO.IHETO.LT.180. .AND.THETA.LT.0.) THETLSflIETIS+1
130.

IF(THETO.GT.10.ANO.THETD.LT.270..AND.THETA.GT.0.)THETLS=THET1S+
11ja
C

IF(THFTD.GT.270. .AND.THETA.LT.O.) THETLS=360.+THETLS
COM°UTE EPICENTER
TMET=THETLS4RAD
1=1

IF(V(1).GT.VB) GOTO 31'.
AN(1) =ASINF (V (1)/V8)
A 1= AN (1)

LE(1) =TH(1) /COSF(AM)

ZLE(1) COSF(AM)
(zLE( 1) SINF( AM)
SNP (1) .732LE(1) /V (1)

IF(SMP.GT.SNP(1)) GO TO 300

LE(1) SMPV(1)/.732
S7=LE (1) COF (AM)
R=LE (1) SINF (AM)

GO TO 310
300 SPA=SZ=SR=0.
302 1=1+1

sz=szz
SR=SR+O
IF(V(I).GT.VB) GO TO 31'.
AN(I)=ASINF(V(I)/v8)
AM=AN (I)

IF(I.EQ.L) GO TO 315
LE (I)

TH( I) /COSF (AM)

LE(I)'COSF(AM)
LE(I) SINF(AM)
SNP(I)=.732 'LE(I) fl/Cl)
SPA=SPA+SNP (I-I)
SP=SPA+SNP (I)

IF (SMP.GT.SF) GO TO 302

LE(I)=(SMP-SPA)V(I)/.732
GO TO 316
31'. AM=P/2.

315 LE(I)=(SMP-SP )V(I)/.732
316 7=LE(I)COSF(AM)
rLE(I) SINF(AM)

SZSZ+Z
SR=SR+Q

310 SX=SRSINF(THET)
SY=SRCOSF(THET)
Q 320 1=1,6

320 AN(I)=AN(I)R
WRITE (61,350)

350 FORMAT(1HD,t DATE
ERR

1

IY

THET

ERR

TIME
II

CH7
12

CH8
13

I'.

CH9
I

CHIO
16

S-F
R

VEL
X

2:)

WRITE(61,360) OATE,TIPqE,T(7),A(7),T(8),A(8),T(g) ,A(9),T(10),A(jO),
ISMP,V8,SOV,THETLS,SDT,AN(1),AN(2),AN(3),AN('.),AN(5),ANC6),SR,SX,
'SY'S?
360 FORMAT(IH ,I6,X,16,F6.3, Ai,F6.3,A1,F6.3,A1,F6.3, A1,F7.3,F6.2,F6.2,
I F7.2,F6. 1,6FZ.1,F7.2,3F7.2,///)
GO TO 777
END

